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$e‘eral Persons Are Fined
In Judge Dunn's City Court

Hazel -Boy Scouts
Win First Place
At Fall Camporee

Mrs. Thomas Williams has
received a letter from her husband, Corporal Charles T. WilBy WALTER WHITEHEAD
Sever-:; persons were charg- intoxicated, amended to recxand property to the local peo- liams that he is being transferrSAIGON (UPI) - U.S. head- ple" in Nghe An, Quang Binh ed from near Da Nang, South
esered pleas of guilty, and less driving, fined $100.00 costs
quarters said today 78 GIs died and Ha Tinh provinces, all just Viet Nam to a base in Japan
fined in the City Court of $4.50.
Well now, whet a nice letter
in Vietnam combat last week, above the Demilitarized Zone.
Judge William H. (Jake)
Williams is in the United
from Mrs Talmadge C. Riley of
L. J. Turner, illegal possess
the same number slain in fightStates Marine Corps and has Nam during the past week. ReBenton R,Rite Three
of alcoholic beverages, fin
ion
cords
ing during all of 1963 before
were released as follows:
North
Vietnam "demands been in Viet Nam since June
costs $4.50.
$20.00
ed
K. 0 Outland, driving while
the American buildup began. that the U.S. stop at once all 10 of this year. He is work"I appreciate your interest in
It was the fourth successive its acts of encroachment on the irg in the field of avionics and litense revoked, fined $50.00
J. E. Herndon, illegal possess
the everyday things of life",
week that the battle lull had territory orthe Democratic Re has been attached to a helicop- costs $4.50; subject given fif- ion of alcoholic beverages, finMrs. Riley says.
teen
days
kept U.S. deaths below the 100 public of North Vietnam," the ter squad.
in City Jail suspend- ed $20.00 costs $4.50.
Troop 73, Hazel, Kentucky,
mark, a level never broken last broadcast said.
There is a possibility that ed if he not be back in this
S. A. Jackson, reckless driv
Thank you Mrs. Riley. The
sponsored by the Hazel Eelsyear. Not since December of
Mrs. Williams and daughter court for remainder of year ing, fined $25.00 costs $4.50.
every day things of life have
mentary School PTA, woo top
1966 has the death rate been
Cathy may be able to join Cor- 1969
Hayden Armstrong, failure to
been here for many, many
honors at the Four-Rivers Fall
this low.
poral
Williams
in
Japan.
He
$10.00
trailer
tag,
fined
display
years, and contain or grew from
K. D Duncan, reckless driv
Camporee.
Another 684 Americans were
daughter
as
has
not
seen
his
costs
$.4.50.
some basic concepts.
ing, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
The Camporee was held at
wounded last week, 299 of them
yet since she was born one
Vernon F. Sartin, no overR. R. Rodgers, driving while
Mayfield, Kentucky with more
seriously enough to require
month after he arrived in Viet
width trailer permit, fined
Now if you are looking for
intoxicated, amended to reckthan 400 Scouts from eleven
hospitalization.
Nam.
something tropical fish like,
less driving, fined $100.00 costs $10.00 costs $4.50.
counties of Western Kentucky,
Vietnamese
Again, South
Mose
Payne,
Jr.,
speeding.
Plans are underway for the
sorry kids, it is Spinach. For
$4.50.
Tennessee, and Illinois particilosses - 301 killed and 878
$15.00 costs $4.50.
fined
goodness sake don't salt it. wounded - were much higher children of Murray to join over
D. B Hunter, speeding, fin.
pating.
J. B. Downey, speeding, finWhat you do is this. Go to the than the U.S. casualties, an in- 3 5 million other American boys
ed $1500 costs $4.50.
The Troop was picked as the
$15.00
costs
$4.50.
ed
gorcery and get a box of fro- dicator of the Saigon govern- and girls in celebrating Nationft. H. Barnes, speeding, fined
top unit by winning first place
R.
W.
Samson,
unnecessary
zen spinach. Take it home and ment's progress in assuming al UNICEF Day, proclaimed for
$15.00 costs $4.50.
in all events including camproise, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
October 31.
with a knife jiggle off a few more of the fighting.
L. D. Curd, public drunken
site inspection and patrol comThe Alpha Department of the
small chunks, then put the rest
aess, fined $15.00 costs $4.50;
(Continued on Palm Ten)
petition. Dick Allen, Chief Scout
Military spokesmen said the
Under the suspices of Mur- Murray Woman's Club will hold
of the box away in the freezer, Viet Cong and North VietnaExecutive from Paducah, preits luncheon meeting at the given ten days in jail at hard
ray-Calloway
County
Church
or some place it will not thaw. mese lost 1,624 men killed, their
Labor.
seriterthe Top Unit Award.
Women United UNICEF Trick club house on October 25, at
G. C. Fletcher, speeding, finMembers of the Hazel Troop
fewest battle fatalities this year or Treaters will dress up in twelve noon with Mrs. Charles
Get yourself a little pan and and another result of the battle
participating were:
Hoke giving a program is ed $15.00 costs $4.50.
traditional
Halloween
costumes
boil the spinach for ten minR. E. Newsome, speeding, fin.
Dickie Nesbitt Jimmie Fentlull that began six weeks ago. and visit homes in small, sup- Jesse Stewart
utes. Let it cool then pull the
on, Monty Wilson, Harry FentThe U.S. death toll was a ervised groups. Instead of
Names to be tabled for mem- ed $15.00 costs $4.50.
spinach apart in little bits. rlight decrease from the 82
J. M. Barnett, speeding, finon, Jeff Waters, Bucky Erwin,
bership should be in a sealed
The final ladies day golf will
Drop this in the aquarium and GIs slain the previous week "treats" of candy and apples,
Greg Byars, Kenneth White,
envelope and given to the sec- ed $15.00 costs $4.50.
these
children
will
ask
for
penbe
held
at
the
Oaks
Country
watch them go for it.
Robert Waters, Jr.
Taylor Buchanan, public drunBarry Braboy, Danny Futrell,
and equaled the number o f nies, nickels and dimes - retary prior to the meeting.
Club on Wednesday, October
Curtis Davis, and Cecil Dunlap.
Americans who died in Vietnam money to support the work of
Hostesses will be Mesdamim kenness. fined $15.00 costs S4.- 29, with Betty Thompson-as the
Jr. Leaders of the Troop were:
Our big Festivum eats it like a in all of 1963, the year before the Nobel Peace Prize-winning Harlan Hodges, G. C. Ashe.raft, lit given ten days in jail at c
--Steve Simmons, Jr. Ass't.
cow eating hay. Mystery Snails big US. units began arriving. United Nations Children's Fund. Donald Jones, Charles Hinds, hard labor.
Scoutmaster, Robert Waters,
sort of engulf it.
Since Jan. 1, 1961, a total of
Max Hurt, and Miss Mary Wil- W. G. Colson, speeding, fined
Pairings will be made at the
$15.00 costs $4.50.
Jr., Ass't. Scoutmaster, Richard
39,047 U.S. servicemen have
tee.
Miss Beth Broach is CWU liams.
A. H. Schull, speeding, fined
Gee, Sr. Patrol Leader, David
We had planned to plant a tree been killed in Vietnam and chairman for this
project, and
At 12:30 p.m. on the same
$15.00 costs $4.50.
Waters, Ass't. Sr. Patrol Leadwhen our grand daughter was 285,531 -have suffered wounds her committee is as follows:
M. J. Brady, driving while in- day the ladies of the Oaks Club
er, Loyd McClure, Troop Quartborn, but planting trees in July
The lull in fighting continued Mrs. James Boone, Mrs. Wanda
toxicated, fined $125.00 costs will have a general meeting.
does not work so well (except overnight, headquarters said, Tietloff, Mrs. Glen Beach, Mrs.
Robert Waters, Jr., a mem- ermaster, Mike Paschall, PaAll members are urged to at$4.50,
for Amos Tac.kett). We figured with scattered fighting killing John A. Gregory, Mrs. Bill Garber of Boy Scout Troop 73, Ha- trol Leader, Tim Erwin, Patrol
P. D. McCreary, driving while tend.
we would wait until cooler 163 Communist troops. Ameri- land, Mrs. Jo Gardone,
zel Kentucky, was elected Chief Leader, and Nickie Wilkerson,
Mrs.
weather so on November 11 we can losses were put at 11 killed Desiree McGeehee. Each of the
of the Whitt Feather Lodge, Ass't. Patrol Leader.
Kirksey Camp No. 170 WoodAdult leaders were Hoyt Mcwill plant this tree when she is and 34 wounded.
Order of the Arrow.
eight CWU member churches men of the World will hold its
four months old.
For the second successive is represented on the commit- Annual Family night picnic
Members of the Order of the Clure, Institutional Representday, US. B52 bombers raided tee.
Arrow are Scouts elected by ative, Rob Erwin, Troop Cone
Saturday night, October 25, in
Sugar Maple will be the tree. within 500 yards of the Demilitheir fellow trouts as honor mitteetrian, Eldridge Gee and the Kirksey School Cafeteria,
tarized Zone today, hitting what
campers and
outsdoorsmen. Bennie Simmons, Asst. Scout"UNICEF is assisting over beginning at 6:30 p.m.
There
are
celled
guerrilla
base
over
300 members masters, and Maj. Bob Waters
spokesmen
Rafe Jones calls to say that the
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et). Scoutmaster.
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Robert is an Eagle Scout and
All Woodmen and their fanii- Kentucky Academy of Science will be elected daring the busthet's right. Kentucky ETV nor of dirt and debris into the air ment in two hours of one day.
at Murray State University Fri- iness session at 10 a.m. Satur- is a Jr. Assistant Scoutmaster
malty comes in on UHF and over the target area, the same Coins collected by the children lies are invited.
day and Saturday, October 24- day in Room 320 of Blackburn of Troop 73 which is sponsored
may be picked up on channel place where the Stratoforts of this community will save
Hall.
by the Hazel Elementary Scho25.
21. However a lot of folks have raided Wednesday.
other children's lives"
Field trips Friday afternoon ol.
U.S.
headquarters
said
this
are
on
which
old TV sets
Dr.
Walter
E.
Blackburn,
dean
are scheduled for the Land BeBob Baar, an tagle Scout and
VHF. Cablevision picks up the area is the center of a new
of the School of Arts and Sci tween the Lakes Recreation a Jr. Assistant Scoutmaster of
The UNICEF Trick or TreatKentucky ETV on their tower buildup by North Vietnamese
ences at Murray State and of Area and the chemical plant Troop 45 Murray, was elected
on UHF and convert it to VHF troops, started since American ers will be identified by their
A Ham and Turkey Shoot will ficial host for the meeting, said
complex at Calvert City.
vice-Chief.
Marines
began
leaving
the
area
official
collection
box,
an
ofchannel
8.
out
on
and put it
be held Saturday, October 25. the program will include a ban
Consisting predominantly of
Gold Willa.) transported an
Therefore, if you have Cable- in the process of being with- ange and black container with starting at nine a.m. at the Cal- quet, presentation of technical
academic scientists, the 400
Arctic air mass deep into the
a small symbol of a mother and loway County Fairgrounds.
vision you get it on channel 8 drawn from the war.
papers, a business meeting members of the ' KAS repreTroopers of the 101st Air- child. "Only children - carrying
nation's Southland today, deporegardless of what kind of set
The event is sponsored by the and field trips.
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borne
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sent
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to
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this
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will
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authorized
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are
not
you
you have. If
Kirksey School PTA as its moleenside fo the Great Lakes
Dr. Donald C,aplenor, dean of versities in Kentucky. Annual
Cablevision and have an UHF fill in part of the void left by to collect for UNICEF", Miss ney making project for the
meetings are held each fall.
on the way south.
set get it on channel 21. If you the departing Marines, came un- Broach pointed out. "We urge year. Buddy Anderson is chair- the College of Arts and ScienThe session at Murray State
In the East, falling temperaare not on Cablevision and haw der mortar attack there Wed- all our citizens to participate,. man of the shoot and will be ces of Tennessee Technologitime in the acamarks
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Wednesday night and eartures
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and
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:
Economit
don't
get
Home
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tured speaker at the 7 p.m demy's history it has met at the ics Association State Workshop ly today produced record low
at all. Sorry.
persons.
school and the first time since
temperatures. At Binghamton,
Three of the U.S. servicemen the developing countries who
Sandwiches,
was held at Eastern Kentucky
coffee,
cold banquet Friday at the Murray
1960. Faculty members from
N. Y., a 27-degree reading durUHF means ultra high fre- died and five were wounded in lack medical attention, proper drinks, candy, and shells will Holiday Inn. His topic will be
University on October 18.
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are assisting Dr. Blackburn omics Club participated, who
aorthern
coast
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means.
A welcome to the academy with the meeting.
spokesmen said. Three guerrilDonna Honchul, State record of 28 in 1940 for this
were:
will be extended by. Dr. Harry
Dr. Karl Hussung, professor Newsletter Editor; Mary Casp- date with a 27 reading. BuffaSo far we have picked up two las were killed.
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B52
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iel, Cathy Harris, and Judy KelNuts. We just put them in the four overnight raids, hitting tar.
the 39 set in 1887.
professor of biology at Ken- my.
so. The girls left Friday morncarport and later on when the gets in the Central Highlands
Frost warnings were posted
tucky Wesleyan College and
Former presidents include ing and upon reaching the Uniground is frozen, we'll just and in the provinces bordering
president, will pre- Dr. Blackburn, Dr. Pete Pan- versity spent the night with for pants of Illinois, Indiana,
academy
Cambodia
northwest
of
Saigon.
traipsy out and pour them on
side at the banquet.
zera, chairman of the Murray other club members in the dor- Michigan, Ohio, New Jersey and
the ground for the Squirrels. according to American comSouth Carolina.
Sixty-five technical papers State chemistry department, mitories on campus.
They have ample food this year muniques.
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will be presented in nine sect- and Dr. Alfred M. Wolfson,
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Tokyo,
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lery is now showing through
extra food for the winter. They
Jerry Watson is the grand- burn Science Hall on the Mur- biological sciences department Charlotte Bennett, Associate pressure south of Nova Scotia
are storing Hickory Nuts and accused the United States of November 2 an exhibition of
ray State campus. The sections until his retirement last spring Professor of the Home Econom- moved rapidly northeastward.
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or
paintings, drawings, and prints son of Mr. and Mrs. Linn TidAcorns now for the coming win- bombing populated
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Vietnam
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14.
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of
ics of University of Kentucky,
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Art
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ate more art interest by preslides entitled, "Be involved, also increased its depth today
been shown many times.
Head Hickory Nuts in the front
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Be a Home Economist," were by an inch to a three-inch
outstanding
artists
said
yard up in a pile and wheel
Revival services will be held shown with a commentary.
blanket. Montpelier, Vt., had at
Watson is currently serving their works. Anyone desiring
(Continued on Page Ten)
at the Emmanuel Missionary
as president of the Paducah membership in be Murray Art
At 10:30 the state officers least eight inches of snow on
Baptist Church will begin on held a business meeting and the ground.
Art Guild and Evans is a past Guild as a member or sponsor
George Griffin, manager of
October 27.
Scattered light showers fell
ideas were presented to the
Big K reported to the Ledger Monday.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) - president of the organization. will be welcomed.
on
the Florida mainland, and
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Ham,
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both
The
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Mrs.
Jean
two
and
coupMrs. Effie Kemp of Paducah
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Times today that 240
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Baptist Church, May Membership."
a Pacific front in the Great
sident - elect of the Kentucky fessional shows in the area in- Street, Murray, will remain on the running of a coupon ad- Watchman
Ualtaill Prow Laiersoillonal
will be the visiting evanAfter the luncheon, the mem- Northwest.
Nurses Association
at the cluding the Brooks Memorial display through Sunday, No- vertisement by the firm in the field,
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group's 63rd annual convention Gallery in Memphis, Teem., the vember 2. The Guild will be Tuesday issue of the Ledger gelist.
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at
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Speed
Art
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titled, "Dress Like a Pro." Then nearby Great Plains a rainy
in
open each day from 11 a. m. to and Times.
Sunny but cool today. In- here this week.
a film called "A Place in the pattern prevailed, while snow
Mrs. Kemp, who directs the Louisville, the Evansville Mu- four p. m.
Griffin said that seventeen
sing cloudiness and cool
Everyone is welcome to at- Sun as a Home Economist" was accumulated in the higher eleof the eighteen coupons in the
ght and Friday with slight associate - degree nursing pro- seum of Ants and Science, and
tend the services at the church shown. Miss Martha Nall, first vations of the Colorado Mountad were redeemed.
chance of light rain late Fri, gram at Paducah Community the Parthenon in Nashville.
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If a person had purchased all located on Highway
y Scattered frost tonight College, succeeds Miss Ruth
pastor Member Section, gave a talk
South of the cold front that
of the items in the eighteen Bro. Thomas Fortner is
airily in east portion. High to- Spurrier of Frankfort to the been exhibited in Missouri and
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at the annual Arts and Crafts
on "AHEA Student Members." edged across the Carolinas and
coupons he would have made of the
day in upper 50s to low 80s, position.
The state officers held an the Central Plains seasonably
a saving of $9.16 He said that
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The new president said she Fair sponsored by the Kentucky
officer's seminar for the riffle- mild temperatures prevailed.
on the first day local consumeast to 40s in west. High Fri- will work in the association's Guild of Artists and Craftsmen
From the Southwest to the
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ers saved a total of $17047 by
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Northern Rockies and from the
Watson has just concluded
today northeast 10-16 miles per working conditons and standThe Calloway County High using the coupons.
Mississippi Valley to the Southa one-man exhibition of his School senior
The Ledger and Times paid
hour, becoming northeast 5-10 ards of nurses.
play, "The Adoreast, clear skies dominated.
work at the gallery of the Art able Imp",
miles per hour tonight. Prowill be presented circulation is now nearing 5,Willard Alls, pharmacist at
and Historical Society in Char- Tuesday,
bability of rain Friday 20 per
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leston, Missouri.
ing printed each day.
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Abuse. The district Governor the Baptist Memorial Hospital,
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group
from
St of Artists and
down 0.2; below dam 299.6,
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present
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open.
gates
no
1.3,
down
Both artists are members of bin Roney, Roger Pritchett, and Murray Police Department yesHe will be hospitalized for John F. Fuqua, 25, son of Mrs.
Barkley Lake, 7 sin. 354.6, gram at the 'Dexter-Hardin Un the Paducah Art Guild, the Kathy Stubblefield.
terday and last night They
morning Lion some time and friends may Lein. M. Fuqua, Route 2, Hathat
Earlier
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Methodist
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on
Sunclown 0.1; below dam 302.5,
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(Continued en Page Ten)
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MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS

t

BLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Ooruiolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Timea, and
The Times-Herald, October 20. 1928. and the West Kentuckian,
Auausry 1. 1942.
143 N. 4th Street, Murray, Kentucky 01171
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Stanley F. Yolles, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Health

JAMES C. WILLIAMS PUBLISHER
SELF-CONFIDENCE IS
IMPORTANT IN
SCHOOL WORK
This is especially addressed
to young people of school or
college age. But it contains information that most parents
also probably would like to
have,

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITLCER CO., 1609
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Tune & Life Bldg., New York. N.Y..
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
Second Class Matter
SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 350, per
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, OM:
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere $18.00. All service subscription.1 $8.00.
The Outstanding Civic Asset et a Community is the
Integrity el its Newspaper"
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
Miss Lottye Suiter presided at the State ACE convention held in
Paducah October 16 and 17.
Donald Hunter presented the program at the meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club.
Doegjaes High School's 24th homecoming game is scheduled
Saturday with Hopkinsville.
Mr. and Mrs. George Webdell of Mt. Vernon, Mo., spent the
weekend with his sister, Mrs! Bryan Tolley and Mr. Tolley.

WHETHER THE FIRST Negro mayor of a major American city
can ho!d onto his job is to be decided by Cleveland voters
Republican Ralph Perk, popular county auditor, and Mayor
Carl Stokes are shown campaigning. Stokes, on spotting
that "Perk for Mayor" car, said, "I thought this was a
poor man's campaign." Perk figures to get a big ethnic
vote and Stokes figures to get a big Negro vote. After
that, there isn't much left in Cleveland, proper.

Income Tax
Questions and
Answers

Hospital Report

In essence, the message for
students is simply this: If you
think you can do well in school
work and on tests, the chances
that you will do so are better
than if you think in advance
that you will not do well.
The information comes trom
a series of studies carried out
at Fels Research Institute, Yellow Springs. Ohio, with the
assistance of a National Institute of Mental Health grant.
"If a child's self-concept is
low," the scientists reported,
"if he feels he cannot succeed,
then this will affect the effort
he puts into the task and, thus,
his chances of success."
Various groups from first
graders through college were
studied. The results confirmed
in general what earlier research
had established: that expectancy
is related to final academic
competence. But it produced
other specific, interesting results.

necessary, speculated about the
cause of girls' low expectancy.
This might be a cultural demand that girls make selfdepreciatory statements about
their expected performance of
intellectual tasks in order for
their behavior to be considered
appropriate for their sex. This
would put girls in the dilemma
of having to perform well but
feeling that they should not say
they are competent.

Di FRE
United
,e•

HURRICANE REFUGEE PREPARES FOR ANOTHER - Mrs. O'Neil
Lasseigne, who lost her home to Hurricane Camille two
months ago, gets her 9-month-old son Henry ready for evacuation ahead of Hurt-lean- Laurie in Port Sulphur, La. Her
other four children ,ind some friends load possessions into a
rented trailer near her government trailer home. Her husband was out on a boat.

It was also pointed out that
parents and others might tend
to favor boys.
Boys might be praised highly
for a grade of 85 or B-minus,
for example, while such a grade
for a girl might be met with
shrugged shoulders.
"When responding to comparable intelligence performance,"
the investigators said, "perhaps
parents, teachers, and other
socializing agents give male
children more praise and less
criticism than females and females more criticism and less
praise than males. Thus, -their
different expectancies may be
warranted simply because they
have been given more of the
one than of the other."
This may suggest that parents
and others think carefully about
what they say about school
performance.
As the German poet, Goethe,
wrote: "If one treats a person
as if he were what he ought to
be and could be, he will become
what he ought to be and could
be."

ADULTS 100
NURSERY 6
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
Q. — I'm hack in school after OCTOBER 20, 1969
working in a department store
Girls consistently underestimate their capabilities in intellecfor the summer. Can I get a
ADMISSIONS
tual tasks, it was found, whereas
refund now on the taxes withDeaths reported are Mrs. Sudie E. Morris, age 67, who died in held from my pay?
boys overestimate theirs.
James
Gargus,
Rte.
Almo,
1,
Detroit, Mich., and James Curtis Smith, age 33, of near Mayfield.
A. — No, you will have to Jack Shell, 820 So. 9th St. MurThe researchers, although
Two local ministers, Dr. H. C. Chiles and Rev. EL F. Paschall, wait until after
the end of the
will take part in a meeting of the General Association of Baptists year before you can file your ray; Mrs. Kathleen Stalls and feeling that further study was
Baby Boy, Almo; Miss Mary
scheduled in Louisville November 15-17.
refund, check now to make sun
The Murray Girl Scout Association was host to twenty-five you have the W-2 statemeot of Pirtle, 1624 Hamilton, Murray;
women who are leaders, assistant leaders, and national officers wages paid and taxes withheld Mrs. Linda Hendrick and Baby
in Girl Scouting on October 21.
your employer gave you when Girl, Rte. 1, Benton; Master ShaThe Murray Training School will sponsor a gala Halloween you left. A copy of this state- ne Ellis, 416 No. 8th St., Mur—
carnival on October 31. 7
ment must be filed with ioui ray.; Mrs. Martha Kemp, Rte. 7,
Murray; Elvis Lamb, Rte. 1,
return.
Q. — Will enough be taken Kirksey; Mrs. Margaret Blalock,
out of my pay to cover the 311 No. 10th St., Murray; Roy
Stewart, 1404 Hughes, Murray;
surcharge?
A. — Withholding rates have Mrs. Ola McClure, Kirksey;
been adjusted to take care of Mrs. Lula Hicks, Hardin; Mrs.
the income tax surcharge. For Lora Lyles, Rte. 1, Hardin; Ronmost people, withholding sho- ey Shackelford, New Concord;
And it shall come to pass, when your children shall say unto uld be sufficient to satisfy their Mrs, Sarah Crowder, Rte. 1,
you, What mean ye by this service? That ye shall say, It is the tax liabilities this year.
Dexter; Ivan Outland, 509So.13th
sacrifice of the Lord's passoverr... — Exodus 12:26, 27.
Q. — The IRS auditor whc St., Murray; Elzie Lovett, Rte. I,
We are spared, not by the blood on the doorposts, but by the examined my return says I owe Hardin.
death of Christ on the cross.
$65 more. Can I get a further
hearing on my case without
DISMISSALS
getting involved with legal fees
and the like?
Coy Garrett, Box 16, Hazel;
A. — Yea, you may request Mrs. Peggy Carraway, 522 So.
a district conference and pre- '7th St., Murray; Mrs. Aggwil)er
sent your side of the dispute Cravens, Rte. 3, Puryear, Tenn.;
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
to an impartial third party. It Jimmie Collie, Rte.
2, Murray;
will not be necessary for you Mrs. Ta Lonna
McCormick, Rte.
to engage legal counsel to rep8, Benton; Mrs. Kate Perry,
resent you at the conference.
CHICAGO - Black Panther leader Bobby Seale, at the
Chicago It also is not necessary to file New Concord, Miss Kathy TuckEight conspiracy trial after a cake in honor of his 33rd
birthday a formal written protest to ob- er, Box 804 Hart Hall MSU, Murwas confiscated by court officials:
tan a conference since the tax ray; Mrs. Marion Bruncharyler,
"You can jail a cake, but you can't jail a revolution."
Box 631, Murray; Mrs. Barbara
involved is less than $2,500.
Procedures for requesting a Watkins, 905 Main St., Murray;
WASHINGTON - Sen. Vance Hartke,
commenting on conference are outlined in a Mrs. Debris Roberts, Rte. 6,
a house-passed tax reform bill that would cut oil depletion allow- letter you will
receive from Mayfield; Mrs. Dessie Lyons,
ances:
CRS setting forth the results Rte. 1, Dover, Tenn.; Roy Ste"I not only support the reduction of the percentage depletion of the examination of
your re- wart, 1404 Hughes, Murray; Mrs.
allowance to 20 per cent but will propose in executive session turn.
Zula James(To Cony. Div.), Rte.
of the Senate Finance Committee that the depletion allowance
Q. --,I found an expense I 1, Hazel.
be further reduced."
overlooked when I filled out
my tax return this year. Is it
Joseph Kopeehne, father of Mary Jo, escorts Margaret
CarSAN FRANCISCO - Joe Stine, brother of one of the victims
roll, who nas her Washington roommate, from
of too late to make this change?
courthouse.
the so - called Zodian killer, challenging the murderer to
A.
—
No,
you
may
still
claim
come
after him:
this expense by filing Form
"1 don't carry weapons. I don't feel I need any. I was
very 1040X, Amended U. S. Individ- By United Press International
find plenty to see along the
close to Paul (his brother) and now I want a chance at his killer." ual Income Tax Return. As a
Little Shepherd Trail atop Pine
general rule, you have three
Today is Thursday, Oct. 23,
Mountain in Harlan County in
years from the date your re- the 296th thy of 1969 with 69
NEW YORK - Al Weis, New /ork Met baseball star and
to
noted
the southeastern sector of the
purveyor of few words , after he was awarded an automobile turn was due to claim item follow.
state. The trail connects with
you forgot about.
for his role in the Mets' world series trim.,pte
The moon is between its first
U.S. 421.
Copies of the form and in- quarter and full phase.
"Now that you mention it, I can't remember winning
anything.
Visitors from the north and
structions for completing it may
But I didn't actually win this car; they gave it to me."
The
morning
stars
east will find the areas around
be obtained by writing to your Mercury,
Venus, Jupiter
Ashland and Dewey Lake
District Director.
Saturn.
blaze with color.
Q. — My 900 worked on my
The evening star is Mars.
The colors are those of joy,
farm this summer and I paid
On this thy in history:
It's fall. And the trees are but autumn is a season of conhim regular wages. Can I deIn 1915, some 2,500 women rebelling against
their regimen tradiction — a last fling. Some
duct them just as I do wages
marched in New York City
see it as a prelude to dead
paid to my other workers?
of green.
winter But rebirth is implicit
A. — Yes, reasonable wages demanding the right to vote.
In
1942, the British 8th Army
paid to your son are deductible
The mountains of Eastein in the very demise of t h e
if there is a true employer-em- launched an offensive at El Kentucky especially flout with leaves.
Alamein, Egypt, to start the mutinous color the standards
ployee relationship.
campaign which was to sweep of summer foliage.
The something new for men:
the Axis forces out of North
Nowhere in the country does a hair dryer. It is for men who
Africa.
nature do her thing more beau- have their hair styled and comes
In 1947, the State of Maine tifully. The mutinous maples
in handy after showers and
was declared a disaster area as turn red, yellow and orange.
shampoos.
forest fires caused damage Hickory trees brighten with
estimated at $30 million.
leaves of yellow, and stately
In 1955, Ngo Dinh Diem was oaks take on frivolous reds.
chosen to take over the South
Kentucky's neighboring statVietnamese government in the es also have displays of fall
country's first election. He later color. But Kentucky's usually
NEW YORK (UPI)— The
was asca.csinated.
come first in the highlands
stock market senses both the
where the temperatures drop
--economic and Vietnam crises
* THURS. - FRI. - SAT. A
A thought for the thy: Carl the lowest
and is beginning to discount the
Sandburg once said, "Time is a
popular solution of peace and
1st Show Thurs. & Fri.
sandpile we run our ringers
And in Kentucky, the best is
inflation, according to Hoppin
Foresters
the
say
come.
through."
yet to
Bros. & Co. "This summer's
first general frost stirs already
classic
market action first loaded up with record
amounts rebellious color into full-fledg
Slarr,rtg
encouraged, then entrapped an of cash, The Dines
Letter says. ed insurrection as cooler, drier
oversized
institutional
cash The market "discounts" news weather moves across the state
position, potentially more explo- in advance,
the firm point out,
The Departments of Public
sive that those of late 1966 and adding that when
peace actual- Information and Natural ReMarch, 1968," the firm says. ly is announced,
it will most sources will collaborate weekly
Now speculators are testing likely be
time to take profits in throughout the season on bullejust how explosive that situa- the market.
tins to report the areas o f
---P-L
tion can be. It is increasingly
brightest color, and the hat
--- —
becoming evident that as soon
McDonnell & Co. anticipates routes to take to see them.
as short-term interest rates "very little
lowering of the This week visitors can see
fall, the long-term investor has market's
selectivity factor" as spectacular displays off the
no practical alternative to the market
continues to con- Mountain Parkway east of Lexowning common stocks, the valesce in the
months ahead. ington — a trek that should apSOVIET SOYUZ SPACEMEN These are the crew members Of
firm observes.
Performance and leadership peal to Midwesterners. The hillthree Sox-let Soytiz space vehicles sent into Earth orbit in a
———
probably will repose substanti- sides between Lexington and
reported attempt to build the first permanent space station:
Prestonsburg are briight with
'Buy rumor, sell news:' ally at least
for the next month
istanding. from left I Victor Gorbatko, Anatoly Filipchenko
seems to be an appropriate or so, in the
color. The Parkway connects
same industries
and ViadiAlav.Volke,v. and 'seated, from left) Valery
escription .ot .the
with 1434 and 1-75 at Lexingare
current4
ethics
recent
sto,...ks
and
tsappe. georry Shonkin, Vladimir Shatkiv„ Alezet
Yeleseyev.
nrcky buying by mutual funds in vogue, the firm
ton.
says.
ill
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Tallymaster makes it right all around your home
Close isn't enough. Not for Uncle Sam on
April
15th, nor your otherwise friendly bank.
The new
Tallymaster home adder doesn't make
mistakes.
Ever. And it tallies a whole column of
figures in
seconds.
Let us show you the exciting, totable
Tallymaster.
Two easy -to -use models (one hand,
one electric)
start at a low $00.00. Each guaranteed
for a year by
Victor, America's largest manufactur
er of adding
machines.

L9vVICTOR

Ledger & Times
OFFICE SUPPLY STORE
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Generation
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In Israel
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FASHION RIGHT

Let Me Write
by Darrell Shoemaker

By FREDERICK 11, TREESH
United Press International
• —___
. =
—Dr. James M. Hester, president of New York University,
was impressed with Israel. A
president of a large, urban and
/elii
gbly
politicized
American
versity just has to be
Impressed with a society with
little visible generation gap.
During a summer visit to
Israel, Dr. Hester sensed a
generation of young people
motivated by the problems
besetting its country and eager
to accept the leadership of
government and educators in
solving them.
In contrast to the United
States and Western Europe,
where dissent and generational
conflict are so pronounced, Dr.
Hester saw in a country with
comparable cultural and intellectual heritage a "very clear,
very inspiring picture": Young
people and their elders working
together, united by common
purpose and common danger.
Dangers Should Be Clarified
"This stimulated me to wish
we could clarify the dangers to
this country— the dangers of
failure to resolve our internal
conflicts and inequities of our
society," Dr. Hester said in an
interview.
"If we could unite the
American people to an awareness of common danger as the
Israelis are united, we might be
able to inspire the same selfsacrifice in young people."
While Israel was meeting its
military threat, Dr. Hester
said, its youth also saw real
social and economic progress—
an attempt by the nation's
leaders to build a modern, just
society.
"I think this has had a
genuine effect on the young
people, giving them confidence
in their country's ability to
succeed," said Dr. Hester, 45,
who has been at the helm of
one of the nation's largest
universities for seven years.
Mood Stands In Contrast
The mood of Israeli youths
stands in contast to the United
_States and
Western
other
untries where the young
'llnge and question the
ues and legitimacy of adult
eadership and become alienated from their institutions.
Lacking here, Dr. Hester
believes, is a clear national
focus on morality, philosophical
values
and
public
faith—
"critical aspects of a civilization in a state of flux."
The absence of significant
drug use, violence and generational conflict in Israel is a
result of the young people's
upbringing and their living in a
country that is self-denying, Dr.
Hester believes.
He emphasized that it is the
role of American universities to
bring about a new understanding of social values.
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By Darrell Shoemaker
SWEETHEARTS:
Got
to
thinking about people in all of
he City and County schools
when I was going through.
What became of them in various trades and professions. It
Lot around to who dated whom.
Then another thing came to
mind. Today boys and girls
"date". In my era they were
sweethearts. Dad, I know expressed it in his time as "courting" and Pappy (Granddaddy
Shoemaker) said in his time, he
waited on girls.
Regardless of how it was ex
pressed in what period of time,
the boys and girls get married
One thing did stick out like a
sore thumb. WILL D. GEURIN
and VIRGINIA COLEMAN are
the only two that were &weehearts all through school and
then married. Will D. left for
the northern parts and I had
not seen him even once in 30
jeers. He had a lot of wit and
humor all his life, but like many
more he and his family came
back to Kentucky and I'm
proud they did. Along this same
trend of thinking, Hugh Rar.dall Miller and Marie Wall (now
married), were sweethearts at
the same time my wife Martha
and I were.
We had wonderful days and
evenings
together
without
spending much money. We
would save our nickels, dimes
and quarters to have show
tickets and one sandwich and
a cold drink. Other times we'd
get a package of weiners and
marshmallows and go to Marie's
house in winter time. Mr. Nevin
saw to it that a big fire was
going - by the time We -arrived
and he left it to us to roast
weiners and toast marshmallows on an open fire. It was a
lot better eating than you could
get for a $500 meal today.
Before leaving the courtship
stages, Hugh, Marie, Martha
and myself were coming into
town on a Saturday night, in
a pickup, after a particular hard
day's work and I said, "I'm so
hungry I could eat a dozen
hamburgers, and Hugh said he
would pay for them if I could
eat that many, and that he
would eat one every time I did.
We horned for curb service
end you should have seen the
look on that waiweeee .Sece
when I said I want a dozen
Hamburgers in one sack, and
looked at the others and asked
what they wanted. Hamburgers
are still good.

'1" DOWN HOLDS ANY
COAT IN LAYAWAY
THE BEAUTY AND ELEGANCE
OF A LUXURIOUS
COAT CAN BE YOURS!
B THE CLASSIC CHESTERFIELD
Single Breast, Notch Collor, Flap Pockets, Wcven Herringbone Tweed 100%
Wool with a tcuch of velvet on the collar and irv the latest fall colors: Blue,
Green, Grey. Sizes 8-18, 5-13.

SCORES FOR FALL
See this Beautiful long Lamb Tip Dyed
Collar that ccmpletes this look. Check
the Tunret Belt and Vingle Trim.
Opens to a fully Pilpi.ining. Reach
into the two slash pockets with Flap
Trim. Enjoy this Plus corduroy car
coat in Gold, Bronze, Grey. Sizes
B-16

D THE SUPER STYLE FOR SPORTS
This bonded acrylic plaid coat is warm
and s.ylish
The big Icy back collar,
the shell buttons and buckle and the
two big patch pockets make this ccat
a super sport style. Sizes — 6-16.
Colors — Brown, Black.

FASHION AND WEATHER
GO-TOGETHER

WARDROBE WARMER
Wisk through winter in this Italian
wool plaid coat, lamb fur collar,
Raglan Sleeves and Tab Trim make
this coat smart and warm. Colors:
Grey, Brown, Green. Sizes 8-18, 5-13.

Logical name
BAKERSFIELD,Calif.(UPI)The founding and naming of this
city came about in the 1800s
when a man named Col. Baker
let travelers rest overnight in
his pasture. As the word spread
of his hospitality it became
known as Baker's field.

These fortrel and cotton permanent press coats are real weather go-getters with orlon zip out lining. The latest in fashion. The most in warmth. Sizes 5-15 and 6-16. $20.44

-,
Get a thaw?
CITY, Mo.
JEFFERSON
(UPI) - Plug tobacco originated
in Missouri, deriving its name
from the method of curing. The
tobacco leaves were treated with
wild honey and brandy and
wedged into holes in green hickory or maple log. The holes were
then plugged and the tobacco
left to cure.
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BOTTOMLESS, It sex here, is
Jean Chanel. 28, costumed
in a flimsy negligee for Los
Angeles Judge George Zucker to decide whether or not
her dance act is lewd, objectionable, etc.. etc. Two other
dancers performed likewise,
rind testimony is set Oct. 21.
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Rats and Mice Love Cheese!
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RAT AND
MOUSE BAIT
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CHEESE ODOR!
Why should you pay
the high price of
:, vrne baits that may
not kill all Rats and
Mire?,,
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FUN FUK COATS
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Grooved Orlon Double Breastec
Styles,
Contrasting collar and cuff, bras
button and belt trim. Double
Breasted with 3-way self belt

-K0

Pat
Bait kills ALL RATS
(Brown Rat — Cotton
Rat - Roof Rat —
Pack Rat
Norway
Rat)!
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We Gladly Exchange Or Refund Any Item Bougl 4. At Big K.
Save Your Tickets And Sales Slips.
9-9 Week Days
Acres of
1-6 Sundays
Free Parking

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

75-3-0777
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Murray Star Chapter No. 4310. E. S.
Holds Installation Of New Officers

Hazel Baptist YWA
Sees Movie And
Elects Officers

&
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"wv Couple Bright Apples with Meat
Phone 753-1914 or 753-4947

New j
heroin

For Appealing Autumn Meals

The regular meeting of Murray deputy grand matron District 22;
Star Chapter No. 433 Order of sentinel, Norman Klapp, past
The apples are in town. frying-pan. Cover and cook
The Hazel Baptint Church
the Eastern Star was held Tues- worthy patron, Murray Star 433.
Red, green, yellow and multi- slowly 5 to 8 minutes. ReNew officers insjalled were Young Woman's Association
color—the whole clan is as- move cover and brown links
day, October 14, at seven-thirty
o'clock in the evening at the Brenda Newberry, worthy mat- held meetings September 30 and
sembled at the food store. slowly until well done. RV ron; Howard McNeely, worthy October 15 to begin the new
Masonic Hall.
Peak production dates vary move links to absorbent
Mrs. Euldene Robinson, wor- patron; Twila Coleman, associa- church year.
with variety, but the main paper and keep warm. Cut
t
meeting
h
e
first
the
At
thy matron, assisted by Norman te matron; Charles Jackson,
season is with us now apples crosswise to form
apple
Billy
the
attended
members
Klapp, worthy patron, presided. associate patron, Judith Jackcontinue for months. inch thick rings. Brown the
will
and
Graham movie, "For Pete's
Preceding the opening of the son, secretary; 13elva Dill, treauState
Murray
the
at
Sake",
crop is expected. apple rings in 2 tablespoons
big
A
chapter an addendum was given asurer; Janice Nesbitt, conduct- ditorium. Following the film
There'll be plenty of apples pan drippings or lard, turnress;
Alma
associate
McNeely,
hoaoring Mrs. Robinson and Mr.
there was a brief business meetfor the teacher, for the ing occasionally. Sprinkle
Klapp who have served in their conductress; Mary Ruth McCuis- ing at the Triangle Inn.
lunch box, for sauce, for pies with sugar, cover and co
offices for the past year. Gifts ton, chaplain; Nell Robbins, marPlans were made to attend "To Dare is to Care" was the
Thursday, October 23
slowly until tender. Arrang
for snacks.
and
Garden
Nature's
The
Palette
shall;
star
points,
Sybil
Lasater,
were presided to both from the
the YWA convention in Madi- theme for the Daddy Date
The Wranglers Riding Club Club met on Wednesday, Octosausage links on hot platter
Ruth,
Betty
Riley,
Esther,
Eulde- sonville November 7 and & A
Apples can be combined and
chapter and also from their assiwill have a business meeting at ber 15, at the Community Cengarnish with apple rings.
ne Robinson, Electa; George Wi- :eport was given of the past Night banquet of the Calloway
sting officers.
High Future Homemak- the court house at seven p.m. ter with Mrs. Ruth Horn as the with meat to make many an 6 servings.
County
lliams,
sentinel.
according
to
entree,
enticing
•
Those taking part in the adden••
year's activities and the group
America, which was held
hostess.
The other two star points and was recognized for having at- ers of
dum were June Crider, Judith
Reba Staggs, home economist
The Carter School PTA will
at the Holiday Inn on October
Vienna Sausage in
The lesson was on making
Jackson, Nell Robbins, Janice warder will be installed at the tained an award of "Distingu- 14.
meet at the school at 7:30 p.m. "Artificial Flowers". Fifty love- with the National Live Stock
Acorn Squash
Nesbitt, Alma McNeely, Brenda next meeting.
given
rating
highest
Board.
reom•
Meat
She
and
ished"„ the
The guest speaker was Mrs. Dennis Taylor, principal, will ly flowers were made from satOfficers
assisting
RobinMrs.
2
cans (4 ounces each)
Newberry, Frances Churchill,
by the Southern Baptist WMU Emma Sue Hutson, who was in- be the speaker.
mends the following main in, velvet burlap, and 4paper.
son and Mr. Klapp with the meet•••
Vienna-style sausage
Linda Lee was honored for troduced by Jackie Budzko,
and Clover Cotham.
dish pleasers.
were
Plans
made
a
fall
for
3 acorn squash
Mrs. Robinson was presented ing were Clover Cotham, assoc- perfect attendance at the year's chairman of the Daddy bate
The Ethel Harmon Group of meeting with the lesson o n
iate worthy matron protem; Ge- past
meetings Night program committee. She the Hazel Baptist Church WIIIS
twenty-four
2 cups grated apple
a lovely corsage.
Beef Curry on Rice
"Making Wreaths For Christ3 tablespoons sugar
The chapter was then called orge Williams, associate patron; Four new members were accept- presented a very interesting and will meet at the home of Mrs. mas Decoration".
2
boneless
beef
pounds
for
teaspoon cinnamon
to order and the following in- Nell Robbins, secretary; Belva ed by the group and Peggy For- challenging speech.
Prudye Adams at 1:30 p.m. with
Mrs. Cleatus Robertson gave
stew, cut in 1-inch cubes
Dill, treasurer; Brenda Newber- rest, past president, presented
troductions were made:
2 tablespoons butter or
Flee freshman F.H.A. mem- Mrs. Elizabeth Orr as program the treasurer's report.
3 tablespoons flour
Margaret Allen, past grand ry, conductress; Twila Coleman, them with pins which bear the bers, Gale Broach, Janey Kel- leader.
margarine
A discussion and plans were 2 teaspoons curry powder
•••
matron of OES in Kentucky; Bill associate conductress proton; YWA emblem.
so, Darlene Oliver, Sabrina
made
on
doing
something
for
acorn squash into
Cut
On October 15 the meeting Tucker and Sarah Calhoun sang
The Annie Armstrong Group the patients at the Western 1 garlic clove, chopped
Cates, past grand patron of OES Bill Moffett, chaplain; Alma Mchalves
lengthwise and retablespoons
3
or
lard
Mrs.
home
the
of
held
at
was
of
Neely,
AttkiDorothy
the Hazel Baptist Church State Hospital for Christmas.
marshall;
two songs for special entertainin Kentucky; Dixie Alderdice,
move seeds. Dot with butdrippings
deputy grand matron; Kermit Cr- sson, organist; Judith Jackson, Danny Outland. A Halloween ment. Christy Lockhart led the WMS will meet at the home of
Each person brought a sack 2 cups water
ter or margarine. Cover with
Mrs. Maggie Russell at seven lunch with Mrs Horn,
omwell, deputy grand patron, Adah; Ruth Moffett, Ruth; Zella party for the New Hope Day group in a humorous relaxer.
the hos- 1 2
foil
and bake 30 minutes in a
raisins
Center
planned.
Care
was
cup
p.m.
with
Esther;
Rowe,
Betty
MarMrs.
Riley,
Honorary
Kathryn
members present
Lang- tess, serving the drinks.
both of District 22, Judith Jackmoderate oven (350°F.)
New officers were installed were Howard Crittenden and ston as program leader.
1 2- cup chopped onion
son, grand representative to Ala- tha Protem; June Crider, ElecMembers
present
were Mrs.
•••
Place 2 to 3 sausages on each
bama in Kentucky; Mary Crom- ta; Janice Newbitt, warder; Ch- with a program entitled "World William B. Miller and board
Walter Miller, Mrs. Burman 2 teaspoons salt
Outreach".
Missions
The
Magazine
Club
Jackson,
arles
sentinel.
members
present
will
were
Bill
meet Parker, Mrs. I. H. Key, Mrs. Ila 1 cup sliced apples, peeled squash half and continue
well, member of Grand chapter
Those installed were Ruth Stubblefield, Lutrie Parrish, Ro- at the home of Mrs. Fred Ginbaking 20 to 30 minutes or
Flour
sessions committees on credenDouglass, Mrs. Lola Fisk, Mrs.
until squash is done and sauMrs. Robinson presented each Ann Barrow, president; Carol bert Ross, Calvin Key, and Fer- gles at 2:30 p.m.
tials.
H.
Q.
Knight,
Mrs. 011ie Brown,
Combine 3 tablespoons
•••
Barrow, vice-president; Glenda rell Miller. Other guests inAlso introduced were
Mrs. Cleatus Robertson, Mrs. A. flour with curry powder. sage is browned. 6 servings
the officer a gift and thanked them Lee, secretary; Judy
Winches- cluded Edward Curd, Charlie
The Zeta Department of the
following worthy matrons and for their service during her year
Woods, Mrs. Kenton Miller, Dredge beef cubes in seater, study leader; Debbie Mil- Lassiter, and Lubie McDaniel. Murray Woman's Club will meet 0.
patrons: June Higgins, Hardin as worthy matron.
and Mrs. Horn.
•• •
soned flour. Cook garlic in
•••
ler,
activity
leader;
Broach,
Pat
at
the club house at 7:30 pm.
Mrs. Newberry, newly elected
Chapter 277, Hazel Cashon, Maypublicity.
lard
drippings
or
5
about
Hostesses
will
be
Mesdames
•
worthy
matron, thanked the infield 443; Fannie McGregor, BenOther members attending the
minutes. Remove garlic; add
Bernard Bell, Ruth Blackwood,
ton 305; Fred Cashon, Mayfield stalling officers and presented meetings were Jackie Dunlap,
15 and 25 cents.
meat and cook, turning to
H. J. Bryan, Cody Caldwell,
•
•
each
gift
with
•
with
a
Janice
443; George Byers, Clinton 539;
Sandra Bramlett, Carol Russell,
James Converse, and Donald
brown all sides. Pour off
Hardin Alderdice, Cuba 519. Sev- Nesbitt making the presentat- Peggy Forres, Linda Lee, and
Saturday, October 25
Crawford.
drippings. Add water, raiA
Ham
eral past worthy matrons and pat- ions.
shoot
will
be
sponsor• ••
Mrs. Danny Outland. Visitors
The chapter was closed with were
ed by the Kirksey PTA at the sins, onion and salt. Cover
roes were also introduced.
The Senior Citizens Club held
Susan Sykes, Kay Adams,
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Stalls
Saturday, October 25
tightly and cook slowly 11
/
2
Mary
prayer
Ruth
by
McCuiston,
Following a short business seand Mrs. Richard Vance.
of Almo announce the birth of
The Alpha Department of the Calloway County Fairgrounds hours. Add apple slices and a picnic on Friday, October 17,
• ••
ssion the installation of officers newly elected chaplain.
a baby boy born on Monday, Murray Woman's Club will have starting at nine a. m. Coffee, continue cooking 1 hour or at the pavillion at the KenA social hour followed with
for the ensuing year was held
October 20, at 12:25 p.m. at the its noon luncheon at the club hot dogs, cold drinks, and &hells until meat is tinder. Thicken lake State Park. .`
Lunch was served at the pawith the following officers pre- cake, punch, and nuts being serMurray-Calloway County Hos- house. Hostesses will be Mes- will be sold. • ••
ved to approximately seventy mesiding.
mixture with flour, as for villlon and the group later enpital.
• dames Harlan Hodges, G. C
Monday, October V
Instelling officer, Margaret mbers and visitors.
gravy. Serve over rice. 6 joyed a scenic tour on the boat,
The boy
weighing nine Ashcraft, Donald Jones, Charles
The Kirksey Eelementary s'rvi nizs.
Chapters represented wereCI"Sharon Lee".
Allen; assisting officer, Hardin
pounds four ounces and has Hinds, Max Hurt, and Miss
School PTA will have its "Back
Those making the trip were
Alderdice;
marshall,
Mary inton, Alford, Temple Hill, HarTwenty-five members and been named Monie Allen. They Mary Williams.
to School" night at the school at Sausage Links—Apple Rings Ivy Culver, Mr. and Mrs. Bryan
•••
Hiest, past deputy grand Ruth pf din, Mayfield, Benton and Cuba. guests met at the Holiday Inn, have one other son, Timothy
7:30 p. m. The first and eighth
The chapter room was beau- Sunday morning, October 19, Lynn, age three.
Tolley, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Har
Kentucky; chaplain, Wilma HolmFriday, Qctebor 24
2 pounds pork sausage
rison, Mrs. Lela Shackelford.
es, past deputy grand matron Dis- tifully decorated. Each station for Kentucky Federation of
Grandparents are Mr. a n d
The University Women's So grade mothers will be hostesslinks
Mrs. Nell Andrus, Mrs, Dottie
trict 22, organist, Dorothy Atki- was covered with a red cloth and Business and Professional Wo- Mrs. Walter Stalls and Mr. and ciety will sponsor a barbecue es.
•••
2 tablespoons, water
Haley, Mrs. Katie Overcast,
sson; warder, Dixie Alderdice, centered with a gold vase hold- men's Clubs first Prayer Break- Mrs. Hughie Duncan, all of Al dinner and informal program of
3 large tart red apples
Mrs. Lula Dune, Mrs. Olive Haing red roses. The serving table fast.
mo.
entertainment for members and
I .cup sugar
•••
gan, Mrs. Hildred Sharpe, Mrs.
covered with a white cloth was
The Kentucky Federation exguests at the College Farm paArmadillos are mammals
Ruby Harrell, and Miss Erin
centered with a large silver con- ecutive board met with Gov.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Hend- villion at six p. m. Make reserPlace
sausage
links
and
2
tainer tilled with dahlias in var- Louie B. Nunn in Frankfort, rick of Benton Route One are vations by Tuesday with Mrs. closely related to sloths and tablespoons water in a cold Montgomery.
ious colors.
while members from the 87 the parents of a baby girl, De- Frank Fazi or Mrs. Eldon Heath- anteaters.
* * *
Assisting Mrs. Judith Jackson, clubs throughout Kentucky met borah Linette, weighing seven ott.
• ••
pounds 11,4 ounces, born on
chairman of the refreshineut Co-simultaneous'
for prayer.
The first secretary of agriMiss Doris Rowland led the Monday, October 20, at a
The Fall Festival will be bold culture, Norman J. Colman of
Murray Biwa& of the mmittee, were Frances ChurchAmerican Association of Uni- ill, June Crider, Euldene Robin- group in • petition for peace. p.m. at the Murray-Calloway at the Hazel Elementary School Missouri. was appointed in 1889
Mrs. Garnett Jones offered a County Hospital.
at six p. m. Admission will be by President Grover Cleveland.
versity Women held its month- son, and Charles Jackson.
They have another daughter,
The next regular meeting will prayer of thanks.
ly meeting on Tuesday, OctoMrs. R. H. Thurman, Business Regina Waynette, age four.
ber 14, at seven-thirty o'clock be Tuesday, November ll at 7:30
in the evening at the home of p.m. at the Masonic Hall. An ini- Woman's Week chairman, re- The father is employed at the
vealed that Mrs. Thomas Tur- General Tire and Rubber Corn
tiation will be held.
Mrs. S. M. Mataraer.o.
ner, vice-president of the club. pony, Mayfield.
As each member arrived she
had been selected by the vote
Grandparents are Mr and
was served coffee with an as
of the membership as 1969 Mrs. Irvin Johnston of Bensortment of delicious cakes.
"Business
Woman
of the ton Route One, Mrs. Ethel Mae
Mrs. Inez Claxton, president,
Year".
Edmondson of Benton, and
conducted the business meetMrs. Charles Byers and
Guests at the prayer break- James Hendrick of Paducah.
ing. She represented the MurMelanie and Keith,chitdren, of fast were Thomas Turner, Hoyt
Mr. and Mrs. Aubert Rose of
ray Branch at the state fail Lexington
By JERRY KLEIN
have returned home Roberts, and James Shelton
Benton and Mrs. Lucy Nanny
AAUW workshop meeting held after spending
Written Especially for Central
a week with her
Mrs.
Odelle
of
Dexter
Vance
are
the
great
president
grandOctober 30 at Campbellsville parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Press and This Newspaper
Herman of the Murray B&PW Club, pre- parents. Mrs. Bertha Morris of
College and gave an inspiring Lovins, and her husband's
DID YOU KNOW that Amerpar- sided.
Paducah
is
a
great great grand- can women's feet aren't really
account of the program.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Rex Byers.
• ••
mother.
so tiny? In fact, our women
Miss Roberta Whitnah distri- While they were here,
Mr. By•••
have bigger feet than do the
buted the new by-laws. Mrs. ers was attending the
national
females of any other nation
U.S. sculptor Thomas Ball is
Robert Mabry read a short his FFA convention in
Kansas best known
and, according to the Michigan
for his equestrian
tory of the United Nations. City.
Association,
Retailer
Shoe
statues
of
,George
October 24th is United, NatWashington.
•••
seem to be getting bigthey
ions' day.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. William Fo3
ger!"
' The leaders, Miss Beth Broach and children, Elaine,
Warren
A generation ago. American
-And Mrs. Effie Kemp, gave in- Allen, and John of Lexington
In 1775 Daniel BC10/1( blazed
girls averaged a 6B shoe size.
teresting papers on "The Dis- were the weekend guests of he the first major trail into
the
The October meeting of the Today the average woman
parity Between Affluence and parents, Mr. and Mrs. S.
V Kentucky wilderness and estab- Murray-Callcavay County Shrine needs -or, perhaps, even squeezPoverty". Miss Broach approach Foy, Panorama Shores, and his lished
Boonesboro on the Club was held Saturday even- es her way into - a
ed disparity from the sociologi- sister, Mrs. Ted Howard and
"Women are getting rid of
Kentucky River.
ing at the home of Mr. and the Cinderella complex, the miscal point of view while Mrs. family, Sycamore Street,
MurMrs. William Moffett, Panora- taken idea that small feet are
Kemp book it up from the ray.
The South African Boer War ma Shores.
dainty," according to one shoe
health stand point. A lively
•• •
A delicious potluck supper authority. "Small feet are gendiscussion followed the talks.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lasater began Oct. 11, 1890.
was served preceding the bus- erally pudgy, foreshortened,
Present were twenty-six mem- of Corpus Christi Texas.
* * *
are
iness meeting.
with no grace. Women with
bers and two guests, Mrs. An the guests of his sister,
The
Opera Comique, Paris,
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Edsel Beale large feet are more pleasant
thony Droege and Mrs. Bobbie Hoyt Roberts and Mr.
Roberts, burned May 25., 1887, killing were hosts to the group in the and as generous of character
R. Falwell.
Sha-Wa Circle, Murray.
200 persons.
Your best feet-uni?
absence of Mr. and Mrs. Mot( as of pedal extremities."
• • •
fett. They showed movies of the
At the same time, such fashHERE are some other "foot
Shriner's Parades held in Hopions seem largely responsible
kinsville, Madisonville, Louis- facts" Have you ever considered for the corns, bunions, and asville, Jacksonville, Fla., and the
what lofty symbolism the lowly sorted aches and pains that
Fulton Banana festival. Memfoot has? For instance, to be women suffer in their feet. For
bers of the Murray Shrine on -good footing" means to be doctors say that flimsy, highClown unit took part in each of firmly established. When you heeled shoes distribute weight
these events
insist on something, you are on a foot in a way that Mother
Nature never intended.
Dancing was enjoyed during putting "your foot down."
Your feet truly are the founthe evening
Complete love and submisMembers and wives attend- sion may be expressed by wash- dation of your good health.
ing the meeting were Messrs ing or kissing another person's Your entire physical condition,
and
your mental outlook,
and Mesdames Don Robinson, feet, as did Christ in a custom may even
be affected by the condiJoe Dene Watkins, Milton Jon- still practiced in the Catholic tion of your feet.
Take good
es, John L. Williams, Boone Church. This humility also is care of them and you will
be
expressed in the phrase
still
Hendrickson,
Edsel
rewarded well.
Beale,' "licking his boots."
• • •
Bruce Wilson, Charles Barlett,
Feet may measure the passSoftly feminine is our dress with a jump
Freed Cotham, Frank Gibson,
GOOD POSTURE, an essening of time, too. William Dean
Jack Blackwell, Jack Pei-sail, Howells, an American poet and tial factor in good health, canlook of 100 per cent Dacron polyester
Claude Welch, Jimmy Herndon, novelist, described the hours as not possibly be achieyed unless
double
knit from Nardis. Over-sized
Norman Klapp, and Troy Shep- passing "with leaden feet." And your feet are healthy and comherd. Mr. and Mrs. James C. Lord Byron, Britain's playboy fortable. Here are some comorganza bow at the collar emphasizes
Williams were guests.
poet. wrote •about chasing "the mon-sense rules to help put you
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Mrs. Emma Hutson
Speaker At Daddy
Date FHA Banquet

By ROBERT MU
NEW YORK (I
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Nature's Palette
Garden Club Has
Regular Meeting

Senior Citizens
Hold Boat Ride
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HOLLY GEEI—He

perhaps in the
stands in I
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mad

Murray Shrine
Club Meet At
Moffetts Home

• ••
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EXECUTIVE MANSION HOSTS NATO NAL AUDUBON
SOCIETY WIVES — Mrs.
Lout. IL Nunn entertained the wives of the directors
of the National Audubon Society
Board Friday at a tee at the Executive Mans ion in
Frankfort. Tlhe directors are holding a
board meeting it Spindletop in Lexington examining
Edward Marshall Boehm's "baby
wood thrush" ere from left to right: Mrs. Roper
Tory Peterson, Old Lyme, Connecticut:
Mns Norm

The state flower of
the bluebonnet.
*0*

I eXat4

Frederick -Law Oltusti-ad
signed New York's Central l'ark
in the early 1860's and a few
years later designed San rancisco's Golden Gate Park
* * *

Franklin Pierce was the fine
president hhen_ .in the 19th
Century.

glowing hours with flying feet." on "good footing"1 -Bathe your feet daily, us• • •
INCIDENTALLY, Byron, who ing powder after drying them
thoroughly.
has been called "the most ro2 Change your shoes, as
mantic figure of the last cenwell as your stockings, every
tury," had a crippled foot. but
day and' be sure they are flexin his day this was regarded as
ible. roomy and well-fitting.
something attractive at least
3 See that your feet get
to the ladies.
daily exercise, even if it's Just
always
has
there
Actually,
wiggling your toes! Elevate
been something sensual about
your legs a couple of times
the feet: the Chinese used to
daily to promote circulation.
regard crippled feet its being
4 Don't be a "bathroom
a sexual attraction in women,
and young girls feet were surgeon." If your feet give you
bound to malform them. Even' trouble, get professional attentoday women wear sheer stock- tion.
By following these rules,
ings and open shoes Lo enhance
their are:teal to the masculine you'll ne'abie to keep you
feet forward'
sex.

the accent panel front. Check colors
of
Brick; Taupe; Licorice; with White
trim.
Sizes 4 to 16.

Centntit 3orbrzu ,Shappe
PARIS HIGHWAY — TELEPHONE
247-2SS1
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New film portrays
heroin ring busters
By ROBERT MUSEL
NEW YORK (UPI)-There
were two things Detective Eddie
Egan could have done when he
dropped into a night club for a
little relaxation.
He could have dated the hat
check girl-his first inclination.
Or he could have concentratd on the greasy-haired big
spender whose guests included a
couple of people well known to
detectives cif the narcotics squad.
Egan chose the path of duty,
trailed the big spender and-with
his partner Detective Salvatore
(;rosso-set off the sequence of
events that led to seizure of pure
heroin worth a record $32.5
million retail and the uncovering of the world's largest heroin
network.
Egan and Grosso would have
been quite concent to let that
triumph of 1961 rest in the files
but it came to the attention of
Robin Moore, author of the bestselling -The Green Berets" who

has written one of the most
meticulously detailed accounts
ever rendered of a real-life police
stake-out in "The I. rench
Connection."
And such is the power of the
pen that Egan and Grosso will
be able to see their roles in the
fight against narcotics portrayed
on television and in a feature
film, both based on Moore's
book.
"I'si working on a pilot film
now for ABC-TV," Moore said.
"The feature film is being produced for National General by
Phil d'Antoni who did 'Bullit.'
He's already signed Jean-Pierre
Aumont to play the French
television actor who was caught
up in the conspiracy."
Moore is working on a second
TV aeries, "The Fifth Estate"
which he describes as based on
the "blue collar Mafia, the
college-educated types who make
use of the Mafia and act as its
legitimate business fronts."

i each
itinue
es or
sauings.
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Long-term mourning now passe in Spain
'liberated
tourists who pour
By WILLIAM B. LYON
MADRID (UPI)-Excessive into Spain every year.
What's certain is that the
nourning has gone out of style
presen genera tion doesn't feel
n Spain.
A generation ago, Spaniards the urge to announce its grief
Nould go into public mourning as badly or as long as in the
or five or ten .years after the past. Though some of the
mourning. customs still persist
leath of a close relative.
Men would wear black neckties and armbands and often be
dressed completely in black. In
the provinces, most of the old
women sitting against the white- III '
washed walls wore only black.
Even young adults and Ill
children were included. A girl III
might lose her mother, and wear
black for five years. Then if her III
father died it meant another five 111
years of mourning. Weddings
and business transactions were HI
postponed until "a more suitable Ill
time.
Several years ago there was a Ill
popular film about a country
girl who spent her best years Ill
dressed in mourning, saying Ill
prayers for departed parents, Ill
brothers, uncles and cousins. Ill
She couldn't listen to the radio III
or enjoy life, and as she mourned
Ill
life passed her by.
All that's changed now. Ill
Some sociologists here point to
the 1936-39 Spanish Civil War as
a dividing point between old and
new customs in Spain. Other
observers say the change is more 11
recent-the result of films, television and the millions of
••••
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mourning
people in
that
preferred an inconspicuous dark
instead
on till. %Aro, and in the larger or patterned material
dress
at
varied
their
they
-if
cities have disappeared almost
all.
t completely.
"I lidken't sold black material
The current mourning period
tot yedr, now," a Madrid shop- liCerEls to be a year at most.
keeper -aid recently. He added In the cities, it is closer to six or
iti the villages, especially among
women aria the aged, they are
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even three months.
One girl said she had worn
black for a year in honor of a
sister who died, but that it was
only because her mother insisted
so strongly.
"I felt hemmed in and
strange," she said, "as if I were
asking for sympathy. I didn't
feel sadder or anything."
Another woman who had lost
S close relative said she had not

=• OM ••• 4=1
•••
NMI ••• •••
=•••• =•4=

observed any formal mourning
period at all. "Who can say how
long or what is the best woll to
ed.
rememberthe dadP "she
Instead, she said, she tried to
face the future with courage.
*

*

*

The Arafura Sea is located
between Australia and Ne,.,
Guinea.
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ANYONE CAN ADVERTISE
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III
III
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DISCOUNT PRICES BUT
SAV-RITE HAS'EM

Ill
III

Ill
Ill
III

Save Up To 50% at our
COMPLETE Drug Store

Ill
III
III

III
Ill

These Are Just A FEW
of Say-Rite's MANY Low Prices!

III
lii

Ill
Ill

KNOW YOUR PHARMACISTS!!

Charles W. Adams (left) & Adrian Ligon (right)

Pharmacists at Say-Rite,
Are Specialists,
Carefully Trained
To Fill All Your
Prescriptions
Efficiently and Promptly
AND AT DISCOUNT PRICES

Ill

Ill

held
er 17,
Ken-

ne peer enboat,

Ill

were
Bryan
Har
iford.
Dollle
wear.,
'e HaMrs.
Erin

Ill
111
Ill

Ill

HOLLY GEEl—Believed the biggest holly tree in Ohio and
perhaps in the U.S., this 85-year-old, 50-foot-tall holly
stands in Marietta. Its trunk is 24 inches thick.

F. Cole lal?ove) is pack in
Washington, reassigned from
Stuttgart, West Germany, as
a figure in the service club
Investigation. Cole was in
Vietnam in 1967 and his job
included being club adviser.
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IN TWO FLAVORS

Ill
Ill

REGULAR & NEW MINT
(with Fluoristan)

Ile

$1.05

iti

COlci Rerraediaie.

lii

We Have

a Complete Stock, All
Discount Priced!
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KODACOLOR or BLACK & WHITE
With This Coupon! Good thru Friday,
October 31, 1969.
LIMIT: 1 COUPON PER FAMILY

for the Lowest
Prescription Prices
in Town... They Can
Also Advise You About

III

INVOLVED--Brig. Gen. Earl

on FILM DEVELOPING

I

Charlie or Adrian
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Barbara Putnam said safety belts
made her feel strapped in.
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Get Dad -008- . . . the -Wife Pleasing- Tobacco . . . Exclusive in our large Pipe
and Tobacco Dept. You'll love the fragrance, he'll love the taste. We also have a
com lete Pi e Re air De t.
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Visit our Paper Back Book Dept. It's the largest in the entire area! If we don't have
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Hair Feel
Really
Clean!
Family Size
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If you've never tasted Dutch Mill Candy, you ain't lived! It's the Finest . . . Makes
wonderful gifts!
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See our Birthday Treasure Chest! Register for Fabulous Prizes! All toys Total Discount priced!
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it Our Gift Department has Gifts for any occasion,
any budget! Free Gift Wrapping
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Co-ops Are
Way Of Life
In Kentucky

Many slum dwellings
can be rehabilitated
By NORMAN KEMPSTER
tion of refurnished neighborhoods was presently planned.
%ASHINGTON (UPI) — The
But he added: "If you uplift
government hopes to rehabilithese areas, integration will take
tate 2 million run-down city
care of itself."
core houses in the next 10 years
He said he was conrinced that
in a major change of direction
many white suburbanites woidd
for urban renewal.
move back to the city if suitable
"This will not be a dress
housing were available.
up,
paint
up,
tidy
up
Condon explained that the
campaign; this will be a major
Federal
Housing .‘uthority
effort to recapture deteriorated
(FHA) would spearhead the
properties," said
Lester P
government's rehabilitation efCondon, Assistant.Secretary of fort.
Housing and Urban DevelopHe said rebuilt homes could
ment(HUD).
be sold to former tenants under
Previous urban renewal prothe interest subsidy program
grams often involved bulldozing
that is intended to keep installslums off the city map, frelow or lower
quently replacing them with of- ment payments as
fices or high-rent apartments. than rent.
Homes which are not reSometimes, the land staved vaclaimed by the former tenant
cant for years.
could be sold to other buyers
Such projects often resulted
on
regular FHA terms.
in bitter resentment in the
Condon said rehabilitation
neighborhood because residents
has made little progress so far
were displaced without having
because it is a risky proposiany choice in the matter or any
tion
for a private builder, local
suitable place to go.
building codes often make the
"Not enough emphasis was
job more difficult, there are few
ven to the most important part
architects trained for the work,
I urban renewal, relocation of
projects are not economical unhe people," Condon told UPI
and

Not Compile
"A ekes look will matinee
anyone," Kentucky Commissioner of Agriculture J. Robert
Miller said recently, -that the
business of cooperatives is a
eay of life in Kentucky."
The Commissioner was correct, and when one considers
the membership, buying power,
and influence of the formal and
informal co-ops, then the impact of these groups on our
daily lives becomes readily apparent.
All this has been pointed out
in a proclamation signed by
Gov Louie B. Nunn, designating October Cooperative Month.
Commissioner Miller has been
appointed by the Kentucky CoAserative Council to serve as
chairman of the event.
A cooperative kick-off breakfast was held at the Governor's
Mansion where recognition a
wards for co-op achievement
sere presented.
Many of the benefits of coare probably taken Li r
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ROME SLUM DWELLERS BURN THEM SHANTIES An aged woman stares at the ruins of her
shanty after slum dwellers in Rome. Italy. battered and burned the shacks they call home
to draw attention of tht city and national feivernments to their plight. Lorenzo Natoli.
minister of public works, said the government is ready to spen.! $11 billion for low cost
rublic housing
'c,iblo photo

grams for our farm youth and Co-operative Month. Their se
other youth. . . the organizations for farm and other adults ving as hosts for the kick-o
less done on a large scale
. . and the many other benefits at the mansion here in Frank
For example in the
rehabilitation often results in
n an interview.
of co-operatives that make lam fort was a wonderful way to
important area of money, there
Condon said he envisions sharply higher property taxes. POPE PRESIDES AT STIOOD- -Sitting beneath a bronze a.
lives and agri-business so meek itiate observance of one of th
credit
152
State-chartered
are
He said HUD hopes to solve ture depicting the descent of the Holy Spirit ,i On 12
more rewarding in almost every Mee important factors in Kee
I'unions (informal co-ops) in Ken-'
rojeets that would get rid of or circumvent those problems to apostles, Pope Paul VI presides at a working
session ot
tacky's No. 1 business, agricul
way these days.
tucky
with
assets
of
$58
ats, modernize the plumbing permit a major rehabilitation
milWorld Synod of Bishops in Vatican City Standing r.t •te
ture.
can
enough
who
are
old
You
lion.
Add to this another 114
nd repair the dry rot without effort.
right is Msgr Wladislaw Rubin. Synod secretor%
givethe
days
of
think
back
to
Federally-approved credit unosing the advantages of a wellWe in your KDA
vrai
away prices for your farm proestablished, close-in area.
ions with $33 million in assets
to
recognize — and thaak —
This month's issue of the Ken- ducts — and compare these pric"The trees will be kept, the SWANS BEGIN FLIGHT
;and it becomes evident that coMoss Tucker, of Shelby CountPLAN SCRUTINIZED
churches will stay, transportaops — in the area of finance tucky' Agriculture News right- es of yesteryear with those of
for
his superb service as pres
can
October
as
today.
ones
fully
accentuates
And
you
older
.alone — are big business in the
tion routes will remain," he said.
WASHINGTON (UPI) — More
"Co-operative Month" in the Co- tell you younger ores about the dent of the Kentucky Co-operatis
The nation's housing goals than 50,000 whistling swans WASHINGTON (UPI. — The Commonwealth.
I write 'right- advantages since the advent of the continuing growth of co-ope
mmonwealth.
call for construction of 26 mil- begin their southerly flight American Motors Corp. ...an to
credit
unions,
with
.
These
266
of
the multi-fold co-operative specialists — and atives and especially their co
fully,"
because
r$86
buy
Kaiser
Jeep
Corp.
lion units in the next 0 years, from northern Canada the lasttribution to Kentucky agr.,:ultui
resources of more than $91 nulaf_whieh
_We_ to be_ week in ..October, and the million, is being scrntio' ey , lion and a membership of MR,- benefits derived from our rural, compare this help in fertilizat- would not have been se evi
ion,
seeding,
cultivation,
harco-operatives.
AlDepartme
the
Justice
said
Condon
Federal
assisted.
publicly
Aviation Administra.
000, loaned $68 million 1eM
And there are those on tt
HUD- envisions 4 million new tion wants pilots to look out for IWO Asst. Atty. Gen. tard year, enabling Kentuckians to Just think for a moment how vesting, and marketing with the local and county levels who al:
life on the farm — indeed, the days of almost none in yester- McLaren would tic -ernpublic units and 2 million re- Meth. The FAA said an 18— 10
, buy more baby buggies, new farm and all agri-business — year.
make tht co-operatives of a
25—pound swan colliding with a Mit directly, a spc sman tractors, or to pay off debts.
habilitated homes.
kinds
the meaningful organiz
benefitted
from
co-operathas
We
in
your
Kentucky
Departany
acquisition
of
size
"The present residents should jetliner could trigger a tragedy. ORM
"The Kentucky Department of ives, Electricity. . . the saving ment of Agriculture were mighty tions they are. Without this effo
the
f The whistling swans fly in would be investigatee
be given the option of moving
Agriculture (KDA) stands rea- advantages in buying power. . . pleased to have the full coopera- on the home front, co-operatito
Aors
.bacic into the _neighborhood,. formations up to 150 miles wide government. American
dy at all times to encourage the selling power in organizat- tion of Governor and Mrs. Louie could not "get off the ground"
ranked
131st
amone
the
Condon said. "That wouldn't and at an altitude sometimes
and assist as needed and re- ion. . . the meaningful pro- B. Nunn again in this year's to speak.
last
top 500 industrials in as
deny them the option of moving 10,000 feet high.
quested," said Miller The deyear and Kaiser I eep diked partment, in the past, has helpsomeplace else.
123rd.
The places of those who deed with the coo/xi:awe mar
cide to go elsewhere could be
keting of tobacco, vegetables,
HINTS AT NIXON PLAN----In
fruit, feed and grain, poultry
Tokyo on a visit, former taken by more affluent people ARRIVES LN PEKING
and eggs, and dairy and meat
' Vice President Hubert H. attracted by the benefits Of livGerman bombing
F 'land products.
Humphrey said President ing close to downtown.
TOKYO (UPI) — Premier
Condon said no conscious efhrgari mi Jul% ilo 1 41411
Nixon soon may announce a
Under programs initiated by
Van Nog of North
integra- Pham
* .
plan ''to gradually de-esca- fort to promote racial
the KDA, a cooperative service
Vietnam
arrived in Peking
late' the war„ in Vietnam.
in the field of animal disease
Tuesday, the New China News
* * *
He added that the President
control ta proving very busicy, said today. The Hanoi
if
t'
I
/farrow el• erg rigifi
ficial
also mlgrit 140ttela it systeegation
arrived
from
MosThe tune "Dixie" was com..red 'Referred to as the "backass'
burial 11141
an ancient
matic withdrawal of U.S.
posed by Dan D. Emmett, a cow where it conferred with with a large iiirrioirt
tagging" program, each animal
,troops from the war zone.
Kremlin
leaders.
minstrel, in 1859.
stone.
to be sold is identified at the
livestock market as to herd of
origin, allowing KDA officials
to readily detect and isolate
contagious animal diseases.
Another example of co-op ef-

granted.

Contributions
Of Co-Op ATp
Incalculable

I Am

Listening

r

to

INTEREST INCREASE for your HARVEST DOLLARS!
FOR INTEREST PERIOD BEGINNING JAN 1

fectiveness is the dairy industry in Kentucky It has benefited by the

CERTIFICATES — $1,000 or more

protection a n d

stability afforded by the regulatory services of the Milk
Marketing and Antimonopoly
Commission The Commission is
actually a diviaion in the Department of Agriculture.
The Commission is the licensing agency for the KDA on
all milk, cottage cheese, and
frozen dairy products To control unfair trade praciices, toe
Commission prohibits the below -cost sale of these specified
dairy products at both t b e
eliolesale and retail levels. •
-With 170 agriculturally reI-ted cooperatives in Kentucky,"
Xiller added, "I am proud to
Lke this active part in October

Coperative Month."

Nez B. Hurt
It is a rewarding experience to visit among the fine people of the 5th District,
composed of Calloway and Trigg Counties.
As a candidate for the privilege of representing you in Frankfort foe the next
two years. I am enjoying hearing what you, the people, have to say about
tItate
Government as it affects you in your own affairs.
Of course, it is difficult to personally see all the voters. I am trying my best
to get comment and opinions from individuals and groups in every occupation and overy
walk of life, regardless of color, age. financial status, or political affiliation.
I am carefully making note of your criticisms on present conditions; and yew
constructive and helpful ideas for adjustment. modification, amendment or improve
ment of rules and regulations that are the "nuts and bolts" of State Gove•-nment,
There appears to be common agreement in
The Desire for increased Benefits and Services
coupled with
The Desire for Lower Taxes
To put it another way
.
The average thoughtful citizen sincerely wants
The Greatest Response to the Public Need at
The Lowest Possible Costs.

Kentucky General Assembly In 1970
I Will Continue To Listen To YOU!
I will be glad to talk with any individual or group about how
you war.' the
job done for the good of Calloway and Trigg Counties, as well as
the State of een
tucky. Write me at Kirksey. Route 1. or call 480 2405 (home) or 7535086
(o(fice)
I'm not going to get frantic in these last cloys before November
4th. and at/ rt.
_fishing for your vote with well tried but isolated pieces of political sweet
talk as bar
You are too intelligent for that sort of thing Besides, I don't
want to go to Frankfort
that Bad.

IMPORTANT NOTICE! Quality Tableware with both Certilicatec orld Passbooks!
with deposits of $25 or more, you receive your first 5-piece setting of Tableware
or a piece of high-quality Stainless Cutlery free. Additional settings of
Quality Tableware or Cutlery may be purchased at the low cost of S2.25

"EXTRA EARNING"
PASSBOOKS

MY SIMPLE PROMISE IS THIS
Before I commit or vote. I will try diligently to get
all possible

and available facts I will then fearlessly ,try to make
CoNMIIIIR aMIR
Judgments and decisions with a continuing desire for fair play and
Sags
to ALL.

5%

SWIMS MAY HELP Suing

DEPOSIT ANY AMOUNT!
WITHDRAWABLE JUNE 30

MURRAY BRANCH
ALLEN ROSE

304 E. Main

753-7921

BRUCE THOMAS

ehttnnel''
Sweden h}1,1 a
hwfko 'Manta .b -'is nap SIfork heft revog nue... the North
i' t el it amene government
Swell. Prime Minister Olof
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n .iv 'trip the I':13 obese.Ike
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% lietnion He nimie the mot,noesii. dui eng a televeteed in ten Ow from W.Iehington

Thank You For Your Courtesies To Me As I
Travel Among You

MAX B. HURT
Remihlicar Candidate for

REPRESENTATIVE FOR TH DISTRICT
(Political Advertisement paid for by
Mat B H
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Co-ops Are
Way Of Life
In Kentucky

Many slum dwellings'
can be rehabilitated!
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ASHINGTON (UPI) - The But he added: "If you uplift
government hopes to rehabili- these areas, integration will take
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tate 2 million run-down city care of itself."
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core houses in the next 10 years
He said he was convinced that
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Condon explained that the
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Such projects often resulted
ROME SLUM DWELLERS BURN THEIR SHANTIES An aged woman stares at the ruins of her
;appointed by the Kentucky Coon regular FHA terms.
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in bitter resentment in the
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/
The tune "Dixie" was comReferred to as the "back'matte withdrawal of U.S.
posed by Dan D. Emmett, a cow where it conferred with with a large mound of earth or tagging" program, each animal
troops from the war zone.
Kremlin leaders.
stone.
minstrel, in 1859.
to be sold is identified at the
livestock market as to herd of
origin, allowing KDA officials
to readily detect and isolate
contagious animal diseases.
Another example of co-op effectiveness is the dairy induatry in Kentucky. It has benefited by the protection a n d
Max B. Hurt
By NORMAN KEMPSTER
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INTEREST INCREASE for your HARVEST DOLLARS!
FOR INTEREST PERIOD BEGINNING IAN. 1

CERTIFICATES — $1,000 or more

YOU

stability afforded by the regulatory services of the Milk
Marketing and Antimonopoly
Commission. The Commission is
actually a division in the Department of Agriculture.
The Commission is the lie.
ensing agency for the KDA on,
all milk, cottage cheese, and
frozen dairy products. To control unfair trade practices, the
Commission prohibits the below-cost sale of these specified
dairy products at both the
wholesale and retail levels. •
"With 170 agriculturally related cooperatives in Kentucky,"
Miller added, "I am proud to
take this active part in October
Cooperative Month."

It is a rewarding experience to visit among the fine people of the 5th District,
composed of Calloway and Trigg Counties.
As a candidate for the privilege of representing you in Frankfort for the next
two years, I am enjoying hearing what you, the people, have to say about your State
Government as it affects you in your own affairs.
Of course, it is difficult to personally see all the voters. I am trying my best
to get comment and opinions from individuals and groups in every occupation and every
walk of life, regardless of color, age, financial status, or political affiliation.
I am carefully making note of your criticisms on present conditions; and your
constructive and helpful ideas for adjustment, modification, amendment, or improvement of rules and regulations that are the "nuts and bolts" of State Government.
There appears to be common agreement in
The Desire for Increased Benefits and Services
coupled with
The Desire fie Lower Tone
To put it another way . .
The average thoughtful citizen sincerely wants
The Greatest Response to the Public Need at
The Lowest Possible Costs.

This Is the Challenge To Those Who Will Be in The
Kentucky General Assembly In 1970
I Will Continue To Listen To YOU!

DEPOSIT ONLY $1,006 ".NATIONS HIGHEST RATE!

I will be glad to talk with any individual or group about how you want the
job done for the good of Calloway and Trigg Counties, as well as the State of Kentucky. Write me at Kirksey. Route 1, or call 489 2405 (home) or 753-5095 (office).
I'm not going to get frantic in these last days before November tth, and start
fishing for your vote with well tried but isolated pieces of political sweet-talk as bait.
You are too intelligent for that sort of thing. Besides. I don't want to go to Frankfort
that Bad.

IMPORTANT NOTICE1 Quality Tableware with both Certificates and Passbooks!
with deposits of $25 or more, you receive your first 5-piece setting of Tableware
or a piece of high-quality Stainless Cutlery free. Additional settings of
Quality Tableware or Cutlery may be purchased at the low cost of $2'.25.

"EXTRA EARNING"
PASSBOOKS
SWEDES MAY HELP Saying

DEPOSIT ANY AMOUNT!
WITHDRAWABLE JUNE 30

MURRAY BRANCH
ALLEN ROSE

Federal Savings & Loan Assn.

304 E. Main

753-7921

4

•
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•

•
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MY SIMPLE PROMISE IS THIS:
Before I commit or vote, I will try diligently to get all possible opinions
and available facts. I will then fearlessly try to make Common 'Sense
Judgments and decisions with a continuing desire for fair play and justice
to ALL.

5%

Hopkinaville

The Most
Famous Bask
n the World

BRUCE THOMAS'

Sweden had a "channel"
Into Hanoi because Stockholm recognizes the North
Vietnamese government.
Swedish Prime Minister Olaf
Palme leaves open the possibility that his government
may help the U.S. obtain the
names of American prison of war held in .NalthVittnam. He made the kateinentA &ling a televised In- •
terview from

Washington.

Thank You For Your Courtesies To Me As I
Travel Among You

MAX B. HURT
Republican Candidate for

REPRESENTATIVE FOR 5111 DISTRICT

810 Sycati
(Political Advertisement paid for by Max If, Hurt)

.r.R 23,
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letter deck to your sailor and tell him that your name is
LINDA, not DOTTY. Either he has a peculiar sense of humor
or be sent DOTTY a DEAR LINDA letter. in any case, be
sounds like a wolf in ship's clothing!

Marathon therapy
can be dangerous
doctor warns
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)Marathon group therapy sessions
could be as dangerous as LSD
trips for some persons, accordmg to a University of California
pay chiatrist.
"Roth can be intense, highly
concentrated and vivid emotional
experiences," says Dr. Cloyce
Duncau of the UC Medical
ttr.
IIIW-eaMarathon therapy can help
resolve emotional problems and
can aid those in good mental
health to discover rich and important areas of their personality, Duncan says.

of her
home
Vistali,
w coat

photo)

"As a result of long hours of
discussion, entrenched social
inhibitions and self-deceptions
begin to dissolve. The individual
is thus able to dispense with
many of his defense mechanisms.
"However, latent or borderline psychotics with tenuous ego
controls and defenses may,
under the stress of such groups,
jump the barrier between sanity
and the psychic wilderness
bey ond."
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The Soviet Union lost about
7.5 million men during World
War II, the most of any allied
nation.
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hostess can help you
over the anxiety of getting acquainted in new
surroundings and make
you feel at "Home
Sweet Home," again.
She will bring gifts and
vital information from
your neighborhood business and civic leaders.
Call

Linda Adan3a
Phone 753-2378

I

The Most
Famous Basket
In the World•

'CDean.-74613t

Everybody has a

reply write to

problem What's yours? For a personal
toms, and

Abby, Box 10700, Los Angeles, Cal.

14•w
.

n

Nm r

•

•

••.

send Si to

It's not your
wedding, Mom!

Neighbors
get bang
out of hobby

Almon he fills it with black
powder and fires to it -to the
chagrin of my neighbors."
Blair became interested in
cannons "simply because riot
much was known about them,

MARSHFIELD, Mass.(UPI)
Every so often an explosior
inside a garage jars this commun
ity south of Boston, but nobody
pays any attention.

Wedding,"
Box 111750, Los Angeles, Cal. NM.

Abby,

PRENTICE HYDRAULIC
CRANES

The Iiixby Creek Bridge near
Muliebrity has nothing to do
The neighbors know it's only
Calif., is the highest
with mules, but is the feminine Big
Blair trying,out one
bridge
Alexander
arch
concrete
single-span
wocounterpart of virility, or
cannon.
his
of
in tlic world.
manliness.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My son is being married in November and
my problem is the selection at bridesmaids that his fiancee
has made Abby, she is having FOUR brideamaidis-all lovely
young women, in various stages of pregnancy.
One will be six months along [she is very defillifely"'
showing now]. Two will be in their seventh month, and the
other had better have her overnight case packed and in the
car.
The wedding will be one of those fancy church affairs
where the wedding party walks down the aisle, and I am
wondering what that bridal party will look like with every
bridesmaid so obviously heavy with child. They are all
married, so there is nothing wrong with it, but why must
they be bridesmaids?
Is there some diplomatic way I can talk my son's fiancee
out of this? Or should list it go?
WONDERING IN ATLANTA
DEAR WONDERING: A bride selects her dearest
Mends for her bridesmaids. Let it go.
DEAR ABBY: We are two teen-age girls who would like
to air a complaint for most teen-age baby-sitters.
In our town, baby sitting pays 50 cents an hour. This is
the same pay our mother's received when THEY baby-sat as
teen-agers. As you know, the cost of living has gone up
considerably since then.
We are expected to be mother, father, cook, referee,
nursemaid and playmate.
We think the pay should be raised to 75 cents an hour
before midnight and $1.00 afterwards. How do we go about
getting better pay?
UNDERPAID SITTER
DEAR UNDERPAID: Refuse to sit! [Sitters can hardly
stage a "sit in"I Sitters of the world, unite! If you get a boot
the bustle, all you can lose is your seating capacity! DEAR ABBY: We are a farm family and our kids have
watched animals breed in the breeding pens since they were
old enough to perch on a pole fence. The older ones are now
In high school and have a right to know enough about human
reproduction to discuss it sensibly, and enough about
contraceptives to make sound moral judgments on their use
and abuse.
But except for general comments, I don't intend to give
them any lectures on "sex" as it relates to husband and wife
because I can't explain the love that grows with experience.
[Nor can anyone else). It would reduce their mother's
bedroom to the level of a breeding pen.
At 34, my wife is young and pretty-and warm. Our lives
are full because we have taught our children to respect
human life, civil law, and the privacy of their parents'
bedroom. But "sex" they will have to learn about in
school-or behind the boiler room-or wherever it is taught.
The question is not whether sex should be taught at school,
but "How can the course be improved?"
FATHER OF SIX: TROUT CREEK, MONTANA
CONFIDENTIAL TO LINDA: Send the DEAR DOTTY

What do you call the economy
2-door that goes over 90 m.p.h.
Rides on a suspension
like $6000 cars.
Sips gas so you wonder if the
gauge is right. Stops disc-brake-sure.
Gives you goodies like
buckets,whitewalls and a
whisper-quiet fresh air system
at no extra cost?
tt's the sound move!

built one," he said.
Blair's new project may surprise neighbors who have gown
used to the sound of exploding
gunpowder. his latest cannot'
will fire cement filled beer cans.

enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

For Abby's booklet, "How to 'lase a Lovely
"
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Answer to Yesterday's Punts

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Across
1-Pronoun
4-Cease
8-Short sleep
11 Beverage
12-Biblical weed
13-ls ill
15.Expert
17-Metal
19 Near
20-Scottish cap
21.Ffying mammal
22-Cravat
23 Hurried
25-Hindu cymbals
26-Twisted
27 Possessed
28 Organ of
hearing
29-Marry
30iPrinter's
measure
31-Urged on
33-Pronoun
35-Unit of
Portuguese
currency
36-Dine
37-Edible seed
38-Barracuda
40-Shade tree,
41-Gasp for
breath
42-Parcel of land
43-Dance step
44 Pale
45 Maiden loved
by Zeus
46-Sink in middle
47-Dinner course
(pi.)
50-Plot
52-Vast ages
54 Encountered
55-Declare
56-Harvest
57 Collection
of facts

•

mem maw ma
mon
mum outgo
mum onm
on
an MOM UOMO
OMMO DOOR MOM
GUMMI OOMP ma
mama mama
OU WORU amino
OM 004M wmmn
nom clam no

4-Stalk
5 Sailor (colloq.)
6 Conjunction
7-Part of fi0Wer
8-Girl's nIc MIMI!
9-Three-toed sloth
10-Unadorned
14-Let it stand
16 Youngster
18-Pronoun
21-Containers
MOO ROOM MO
22-Spread for
QOM 0011W alROn
drying
MO MOO MORO
23-Pronoun
24-Shallow -vessel
25-Greek letter
26-Article of
46 Vessels curved
35-Soak
planking
furniture
37-Country of
Central America 47-Nahoor sheep
28-Slender finial
-Lair
48
38 Undergarment
29-Damp
39-Bodies of water 49-Music: as
31-Place
written
40-Ardent
32-Male sheep
41-Crony (colloq.) 51 -Cooled lava
33-Males
43-Parent (colloq.) 53-Faroe Islands
whirlwind
44-insect
34 Dine
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Blair works for the Raytheon
Corp. during the day, working
on the most modern weapons
known to man. At night he
builds old cannon.

"I'm involved in both ends ol
weaponry," said Blair, an indusHe feels old
trial engineer.
weapons are more interesting
His hobby
than new ones.
makes him probably the oil
cannon maker in New Englan
In his garage workshy he
forges naval bronze into cannon
barrels and uses a lathe to form
the wheels and bases.

OMARN
Howard Henderson
South Fulton, Tenn
901/479-2517

"I never make a cannon that
really won't work," Blair explained. After he completes a
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with French Fries,

Cole Slaw,

Hushpuppies

All You Can Eat

'2.00

1 2 ORDER
/
CHILD'S ORDER

$1.35

2. We prepare and cook our fish the way we were
taught by Mr. and Mrs. Ross, formerly of Golden
Pond.

28
32

285 EGO Cease,'" U.—Memphis, Yemenite
t'fighwoy 51. Soot:. —Union City, Temeessit•
M.ghway 45, South — Coonifi, MospeeiPPi

OUR FISH IS BEST BECAUSE . .
I. They are Always Fresh (not frozen).

yo,...

27

ROAD BUILDERS

EQUIPMENT COMPANY

FRESH KENTUCKY LAKE CATFISH

litIARK EVERY GRAVE

II

MillIlllita111111MI111 48

I-Cut of meat
2.Guido's high
note
3 Remained at
rait

A complete line. America's qualIty-built hydraulic and hydraulic/
cable loaders for truck, trailer,
tractor and stationary mounting.
Telescopic, folding telescopic and
knuckle booms Capacities: 3,600
to 36 000 pounds.

Since 111341

Murray Marble
Works
- aweLDIERS OF FINE
MEMORIALS
Peeler White • Manager
111 Maple St. 753-2512

50 111 5 I

:::*
.V.654UI
tiP3
eMI
07-IMI
:4
Ir
MI
23
Inatr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc

3. Our prices are less than anyone that serves Fresh
Catfish.

1Y- TAKE LODGE RESTAURANT
Two Doors West of Sue & Charlie's in Aurora, Ky.
- CLOSED ALL DAY TUESDAYS -

by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts1
PEAN UM

by Ernie Bushmiller ;

Nancy
WE'RE BOTH
GOING ON
DIETS --NO MORE

SWEETS
IN THIS
HOUSE

Top ee, a S For ON —4M 440..• moor*.
44/44•44114 formes., low
MI•

Abbie 'N Slats

by R.Van Buren
MS SIMPLE AS
THE NOSE ON ',"ER
FACE. SUE - -

I FRANKLY DON'T DIG WHAT'S
P. WE
HAPPENING TO US,
ARRIVE IN A ROLLS HOYCE — AND
THE MANAGER
TELLS US
WE'RE THEIR

THEY FiGGER CHARLIE'S
PRETTY IMPORTANT, AN'
HE'S A CINCH T' THROW
PLENTY 0' 13U6iNE55 THEIR
WAY. SO, FOR THEM-- IT'5
A SMART

ARE YOU-- AH -TO THE

THEY'RE NIO

RELATED
DOBBS

PARTY,
SIR 7'

KIN OF MINE.
)CX.I SAY
THE BILL FOR
THE WEEK IS
El.256 ??

INVESTMENT'

ss,

GUESTS.'

74 be* U S
Off —,11i “.14.•
I NO by Wino.

'5-

by Al Capp

Lil' Abner

'I.
ft*.

THE INGREDIENTS
FOR YOUR'PORK
AND BEANS—
BUCKINGHAM
PALACE. ST"/LE"
HAVE ARRIVE()
MR.FATBACK!!

(!

BATSON/2
810 Sycamore

Lassiter & McKinney
Datsun Inc.

Telephone
753-7114

impossie.L.E.

:71EAM WILL
COME. TRUE.II

CAN ALMOST TASTE THEIR TEDER
N
MORSELS-FLOATI NG IN A SIMMERING A
F GOLDEN DEANS!!
(:)
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CONCERT
By DELOS SMITH
NEW YoRK (UPI)-To Earl
Wild and Erich Leinsdorf we owe
gratitude for reviving a superspectacular pianistic circus of the
late 1 trth century when such
orgiastic displays were a major
form of musical entertainment.
It is Xaver Scharwenka's 1st
piano concerto now recorded by
Wild as soloist and the Boston
Symphony, Leinsdorf conducting(RCA 3080).
Both Scharwenka and his
music are largely forgotten but
in his day he was a kingly
figure both as piano virtuoso and
in the larger world of music. He
composed to give himself awesome feats to perform on the
keyboard, and to beguile romantically minded audiences with
--irosT NEGRO president of a schmaltz.
To current ears his prize
Ittnajor T.Y.S. university is CMshowoff piece, this 1st concerto,
-Pon R. Wharton Jr., all smiles
is much fun and no enlighten1,1n his office in New York.
ment. But what's wrong with
"Die economist and educator
that?
While laughing at the
become president of
trickery you can admire Wild
Michigan State
for his mastery of it, for his
Acidity not only to play the long
piece but to play it well. Also
on the record are virtuoso pieces
013STR UCTS TRAFFIC
of the same genre, by Balakireff,
Medtner and D'Albert.
''LONDON (UPI) — Graham
One can feel some gratitude
Kane pleaded guilty Monday to to
Aldo Ciccolini for recording
obstructing traffic by running
review of the piano music of
oltt into the street stark naked Emman
uel Chabrier, including
si#d grunting like an ape. *
10 of his "Pieces rittoresques,"
`Feuillet
d'al bum,"
and
`Bourree Fantasque." He was
in original, both as composer
• The first American to win a ind personality. (Angel-36627).
Nor should Robert Casadesus
Nobel Prize for literature was
ind George Szell be overlooked
locbsir Lewis in 1930.
n their collaboration in.. two
* * *
Mozart concertos, No.15 and'
t'Colfax County, N.M., was 17, with a reduced Cleveland
roamed for Schuyler Colfax, vice Orchestra. 'Theirs is the correct
to
perform
piresident of the United States way
Mozart
concertos in their opinion. It is
from 1869 to 1873.

POPILAN
possible to take exceptions here
and there but certainly their way
is effective and more effective
than some others (Columbia7245).
The newest of the Russian
piano virtuosos to make musical
headlines is boyish Aleksander
Slobodyanik. His first recording
released in America is made up
of
Prokofieff,
Haydn
and
Chopin. His technique is formidable, as you'd expect, and his

MURRAY, ILENTUCHir
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playing is headstrong.(Melothya. more substance to solid compo- bine the
big band sound with "El Paso County Jail"
by The
4)109).
sition, while smaller groups small group techniques
and get Happenings (Jubilee Jli 5677),
The late-blooming Hungarian which depend on strings and per- successful
Food Steamer
effects.
"Cry Softly" by Solomon King
virtuoso who U1SINS the single cussion
comparatively
are
(Capitol F-2622).
name, Cziffra, is currently ex- shallow.
For example, on "Heavy
hibiting technique in eight of the
Johnnie,Dankworth first gain- Vibrations" by Pat Willianu
The manufacturer calls it a
Tape Deck - Reel-to-red:
more difficult pieces of Franz ed recognition as a jazz band (Verve V6-5075),
the band ex. "The Solid Gold Hits,
food steamer but this
frozen
Vol.
1"
Liszt In some of them he also leader. (las "ig • the European presses a numbe
r of moods, as (ABC X 271)
is a reprise of big- three-piece ceramic-finish utensil
adds depth of feeling. Perhaps theater who had time to Listen especially soft
one on "White; selling discs on tape by Frankie actually is a three-in-one cooking
its absence from the others is not to him on radio or records during Shad* of Pale."
The group't Laine, Lloyd Price, Tommy Roe, Item. With the 11
/
2-quart insert, it
his fault. It may not be there. World War ll should reniember performance is enhan
ced by tht The
impressions, and The steams both frozen and fresh
(Philips-Ampex tape 9005).
his beat.
presence of an old pro, Dick Elegan
ts, among others. Prob- food. The bottom pan may be
Dankworth
is still going Hyman, on organ.
* * *
ably the highlight is "You Gave used separately as a 2-quart
strong a quarter of a century
Michael Bloomfield, a top. Me a Mount
ain" by Frankie saucepan or straight sided
"All Quiet on the Western later, as band leader and com- rated singer, leads his group ii Lame,
an Ampex tape release. casserole. The plastic handles
Front" was the Picture of the poser. He has conic forth with a a pleasant session, "It's Nol
Eight-track stereo:
"Nothing and lid knob are ovenproofpleasant variation on jazz on Killing Me"(Columbia CS 9883).
Year in 1929.
But a Heartache" by the Flirta- tested, says the manufacturer, al
Sokthiaticated
'The
Johnnie Theteni
fl.avor is country and tions
(Derarn-Ampex
DEM temperatures as high as 45(
Dankw
(Fontana
orth'
SRF
By WILLIAM D. LAFFLER
Available in blue
77828) showcases some of the degrees
From the beginning
Selected Singles-"By the best numbers by a vibran
NEW YORK (UPI)-The big 67603?.
orange and avocado green.
girl
t
band sound has lost none of its with Ja Da" to a finale with4 Time I Get to Phoenix by Isaac trio backed by strong masculine
(U.S. Stamping Co.
"Basin Street Blues," Dankworth Hayes (Enterprise ENA-9
even though smaH grobp003), sound. Cassette of the Week- Moundsville, W. Va.)
offers good rhythms which are "The Devil Came
from Kansas'. "A Man Alone" by Frank Sinatra
are in greater demand.
fine for dancing as well MI by Procol Hamm (A&M
Big bands enjoy the advantage
1111), (Reprise X1030), an Ampex
The nation's student total this
listening.
"I'at, Black and Together" by
of depth in sound that gives
year is 700,000 greater than it
Tape
release
.
Some big group leaders coni- J. J. Jackson (Congress
C-6008),
was last year.
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BEST SELECTION IN OUR 51 YEAR HISTORY!
AM/FM
PORTABLE
RADIO
997

[PHILCO OD 237295 Sq.ln.

COIOR
4;st $441te
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PHI LCO
COLOR

TV
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Idle, taki
pare for
Georgia.

Solid state,Powerful reception
Dual dial controls.Complete with
Earphone,Battery and Carrying
strap. a-zes
_

This beautiful walnut finished set has 26,00
0-volts of picture
power, and a special color circuit that provid
es a greate

PHILCO
CLOCK
RADIO

r range
of color shades to get faces more lifelike. Memory-Matic
preset
fine tuning. 85-689

NOTICE

14143

MERCHANTS AND MEMBERS OF
MERCHANTS CREDIT ASSOCIATION

Automatic electric clock turns the
radio on.
Large 4-inch speaker. Attractive brown
cabinet.
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There will be a very important meeting on Monday night, October 27,
at 7 o'clock p.m., at the
TV SERVICE CENTER
We urge all to attend, as this will be
the night for
installation of officers.
To those who are not familiar with
the Association
and are interested, please attend this
meeting or contact one of the following members:

ST. PAU
Montclair "

COMPACT PORTABLE
Lightweight personal size. 75 Sq.
In. screen. Telescoping antenna.
Convetnt.carrying handle. ss-seo

a Hiner.

Glareproof screen 19"/102 Sq. In.
Picture. Sturdy carrying handle. 85-505

Rose's Wheel Alignment
Gene & Jo's Florist
Clifford Gulf Station
Alexander's Grocery
C 4 H Market
Rowland Refrigeration
Hughes Paint Store
Cook's Jewelry
Thweatt's Service Station
Murray Home 4 Auto
Store
Murray Machine & Tool
Green's Sycamore Station
Taylor Motors
Steele & Allbritten
Plumbing
Siedd's Grocery
Pittman's Shell Station
641 Super Shell
Dick & Dunn TV Service
Sholar Auto Repair
Chuck's Music Center
Kline's Grocery
Freed Cotham Co.
Earl Lee's Grocery
Stark's Concrete Works
Hendon's Service Station
Carroll Volkswagen
Corn-Austin Co.
Buckingham-Ray Ltd.
Stokes Tractor
4,
Crawford Service Station

'Simulated Picture

Purdom's, Inc.
Donelson's Grocery
Ross Standard Station
Murray Supply Co.
Marvin's Store

ELECTRIC
CAN
OPENER

Murray Auto Parts
Thurman Furniture
Bewill's Market
Sonny Hooks Wheel
Alignment

Service
Kess-Tsme Building Supplies
Adams' Ornamental Iron
Co.
Murray Sport & Marine
Center
McCiard Shell Station
The College Shop
Johnson's Grocery
Bell's Grocery
Murdock's Garage
Billington-Forsee Tractor
Co.
Fitts Block Co.
Ed's Food Market
Owen's Food Market
Bialock's Grocery
Mother Goose Nursery
TV Service Center

PS.—Those merchants who have pledge
d to be a charter
member, please send in your check.

Remember, This Is For All
Merchants, City and County

7
R

597

Has magnetic lid lifter. Opens
types of cans with ease. 52-139-1 most all

411111111W

TABLE
LIGHTER
SPECIAL
534
PURCHASE!
No fluid to refill ... no flints to replace!
Recharges overnight in handsome wooden base. Removable lighting element.
Gift packaged. 51-145

Automatic

TOOTH BRUSH

‘
'111::•1

OVEN-TOASTER
TOASTS, GRILLS AND
BROILS! With grill and
tray. Fix quick meals in a
jiffy. 52-257-4

Sale

914

Safe, effective up & down
Motion.
Rechargeable
Cordless. Includes 2 replacement brus,hes.

363

Phone 753-8391

Complete set: Electric Guitar.
Electric Amplifier and Lapel
Microphone. Professional
quality for the beginner,
or
the advanced student. A
great
value. 85-441-3; 454, 476

743

3-speed control. Instant
heater release. Consistent
power for most mixing
needs. 52-342

7—SPEED
BLENDER

Chrome finish hat. Solid
state controls for greater
efficiency. Transparent
heat & break resistant
container with graduated
measure scale. 52-354

40,94

PORTABLE
' • MIXER
Sale
Price

Polished aluminum finish. Automatic signal
light. Ideal for holiday
parties. 52-32i-4

26'

36$

Montclair

504

psarice.

GUITAR
OUTFIT

3-QUART SIZE! Easy to
clean, polished aluminum.
"See-thru" lid '2-526-I

:ews

•

toc
Angels giv(
California
Twins Pi
fith announ
and

Rigne

terms of 2
but Rigney
the contra(
to terms v
Rigney
his Angel

ELECTRIC

*

POPCORN
POPPER

36 CUP
COFFEE
URN

478,1

ELECTRIC ORGAN

• FREE BENCH
• FREE MUSIC BOOKS
12 Major and Minor
chords. 36 black & white
keys, volume control, key
yetector, dark brown cabinet. 85-403

Montclair

WOW

4/'

Reg. 11.84
Price

OLD

fired last k
pilot of th
since their
"I fores4
he said at
Calif., We

matter entE
may take
two to resol
Coming
like returni
He helpec
Millers wi
Series in 1
minor leag
year by thE
It is U
Griffith has
organizatior
since he I

st9997
11.111.

DUTCH
SKILLET
SPECIAL
VALUE!

WALNUT
4

CI

zitiffEt&/
Buffet style. 51
/
2 Qt. capacity. Immersible for cleaning. Removable control
i2.335-6

MERCHANTS CREDIT ASSOCIATION_.
i

"27

Erillsaskiod hoot•1•614,61 lasts
longor, pops
corn fast..

Montclair

of

Twins

BUY ON EASY CREDIT TERMS
Montclair

Bilbrey's Car & Home
Supply

Lovett Bros. Gulf Station
Wayne Darnell Marine

ger

BLACK SCREEN PORTABLE TV
Attractive wood grained (

sip

•Simulated Ptcture

Bob's TV Service
Shirley Florist

— BW Rig
officially tt

AM FM RADIO
-STEREO

AM
NI Radio. 4-mieed
changer with automatic airioinatit intermix•
1-situakci
sound %% stem. balance and Oiiit
tone controls
mi Ili c •

9-6 Mon. - Thu •
9-9 Fri. -.Sgt.
1-5 Sunday

In Bel-Air

ShoOrping Center

US( OU* FAS Y
CREW, C!*

,

BAMIalkolt RiCARD
••••411.11
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Bengals And Tigers Meet This EAST TENNESSEE
Week First Time Since'42 RATED 12111 IN
SMALL COLLEGES

RSD

0

araLaa_10,C
-

Lynch Takes Over Number 1
Spot In Class A, Murray 4th

LSU has given up only 4.8
18
LEXINGTON, Ky.(UPI) -Lyn- 9. Lraviess Co.
points and 184 yards per game;
12
ch took over the No. 1 spot in 10. Caldwell Co.
Auburn 12.4 points and 166
Class AAA
the Class A Division and Eliza50
(5)
ATLANTA (UN)- Two feroci- yards.
bethtown nearly overtook Padu- 1. St. Xavier
Cautious Coaches
NEW YORK (UPI)- North
NEW YORK (UPI).-The
ous breeds of tigers will be in
cah Tilghman in Class AA in this 2. Trinity
Auburn coach Shug Jordan Dakota State continues to move
3II
the center ring for this week's
oddsmakers aren't even botherweek's United Press Internat- 3. Butler
the small
toward
Southern college football circus. and LSU coach Charles McClen- steadily
ing with the top four teams this
ional High School coaches' foot- 4. Male
5. Thomas Jefferson
college football title.
The main attraction is at Ba- don are both cautious.
week.
ball ratings.
The unbeaten Bison, now 6-0,
ton Rouge, La., where the ninth- "Beating LSU is always
One of them, third-ranked
Lynch, which hadheldthe secoranked Louisiana State Bengals tough," said Jordan. "Beating were named the nation's No. 1
Tennessee, is idle and the other
nd place behind Tompkinsville
(5-0) host the 18th-ranked Au- them in Tiger Stadium? What small college team for the fifth
three, top-ranked Ohio State,
for several weeks, got the coa"We just lost to a good team ches' nod by defeating a tough
week today in
consecutive
burn Tigers (4-1) in the first more is there to say?"
The Murray High Tigers are S econd- ranked Texas and
"This may be one of Auburn's balloting by the 35-member working hard in preparation for fourth-ranked Arkansas have who wanted to win worse than Harlan eleven, 20-6. Tompkinsmeeting between the two since
way back in 1942, the year Au- finest team s," countered United Press International their Friday night encounter with breathers in Illinois, Rice and we did," Murray Coach Bill Fur- ville meanwhile, dropped to a
of Coaches. North Hopkinsville High here in Holland Wichita St. The games are gerson said of his Racers' 31-24 close second just seven points
burn upset Rose Bowl-bound McClendon. "It'll certainly be Board
last
our toughest challenge so tar Dakota State received 24 first Stadium.
Georgia.
figured to be so lopsided that loss to Middle Tennessee
behind Lynch with a 34-0 rout
this
year."
to
Saturday.
points
327
votes
and
place
Auburn beat LSU that year,
of a weak Caverna team.
Hopkinsville has lost to both no odds are being quoted.
"We knew all along that Midd- Previously tenth-ranked PainFlorida, paced by sophomore easily outdistance Texas A & I Tilghman, the state's top ranked
25-7. with Monk Gafford outIn the best game of the
Tennessee was a good team," tsville moved into the sixth posile
quarterback
John
to
Reaves
who
held
on
which
Montana,
and
Steve
Van
Buren and
shining
team, and to Mayfield, rated weekend, fifth-ranked UCLA is
Alvin Dark, and narrowed the has passed for 15 touchdowns the No. 2 and No. 3 rankings. fifth in the state. They have also only a one-point favorite over Furgerson continued. They had tion with a 14-12 upset of Russelast two
By JOHN JEANSONNE
series, which began in 1901, to and 1,452 yards, can't afford to
lost to eighth ranked Madison- Stanford in a key Pacific Eight played well in their
llville, which dropped from third
worktake
they
Saturday,
games,
and
Vanderbilt
lightly
but
may
Troy
State
took undisputed ville and to Caldwell County, game. Sixth-ranked Penn State,
UPI Sports Writer
9-8-1, favor LSU.
to fifth. Bardstown replacedRusBoth teams have had some be looking ahead to its next two possession of fourth place, a rather highly rated team.
who plays Ohio University, also ed hard and got themselves a sellville in third place and Murour
Andre LaCroix scored three
great years since, especially in games - against Auburn and moving ahead of Humboldt
Murray also has lost to Tilgh- isn't listed while seventh-ranked win. We helped them with
ray occupied fourth place.
State. The remainder of the top man and Mayfield, as well as Missouri is a 5/
Elizabethtown moved to with- goals for Philadelphia, St. Louis
the late '50s. But it took offi- Georgia.
1
2 point choice errors."
the
first
in
scored
Georgia, which suffered its 10 remained intacrwith Arkan- to Trigg County. Hopkinsville over Colorado.
Murray
cial action by the Southeastern
in three points of Paducah Tilgh- failed for the 19th straight timd
game on a field goal by Stan man in the Class AA division to beat Montreal and Boston
Conference to get them together lone loss to Ole Miss two weeks sas State, Alcorn MN, Delax- always has a good ball team and
USC Third to Eighth
ago, is faced with a similar ware, New Mexico Highlands Is probably playing the hardest
USC, which dropped from Watts, but Middle Tennessee with a 60-8 stomping of Breck- moved into the Eastern Diviagain after a 27-year lapse.
psychological
problem
against
and
Indiana
(Pa.),
in
that
Regional Television
schedule of any Western Kentuc- third to eighth after tying Notre came back quickly with a touch- inridge County. Paducah mean- sion lead, but the name of
the
ky team. They hold victories over Dame, is a 21-point pick over down and led until late in
LSU normally plays its home Kentucky with Tennessee up order.
while was having a battle with Murray Armstrong, who hasn't
went
Mr
next.
fourth
quarter
when
ray
Five
coaches
from
each
of
and
Lexington
LafayeHenderson
Georgia
Class A Murray before coming worn a National Hdckey League
Tech. LSU, ranked
games at night, but Saturday's
ainth, is a 101/2 point choice ahead 24-23. However, that lead out on top, 39-21.
uniform in two decades, kept
contest will be in the afternoon "We certainly don't like the the seven geographical areas of tte.
because it is being regionally idea of Tennessee having an ex- the nation comprise the UPI
The Tiger coaches werepleas- Over Auburn, ranked 18th. was also short lived as Middle In other Class AA pollin t popping up following Chicago's
tra week to get ready for us," ratings board. Each week they ed with the team's performance Florida, ranked 10th, is a 17- came right back with another Lexington Bryan Station moved 1-1
tie
with
New
York
televised.
said Georgia coach Vince Doo- select the top 10 small college against Tilghman and especially point pick over Vanderbilt.
score.
Elsewhere this weekend:
into the fourth position behind Wednesday night.
most
ley.
The
their
"But
Racers
had
we can't afford to teams in the nation, with points the offensive effort by the boys In the Big 10, Purdue is
Armstrong, now 52, is the
Covington Catholic by whipping
Tenth - ranked Florida (5-0)
prolific offensive output of the Lafayette, 20-7. Mayfield was coach of Denver University's
hosts Vanderbilt (1-4), 16th - think about that until after awarded on a 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 which was the best of the year. favor ed by 20 over NorthwesSaturday's game. Remember, basis on vote from first through All the backs, Williams, Mc- tern, Indiana is a 12_point season vtith 445 yards total off- fifth followed by Madisonville, ice hockey team and has
ranked Georgia (4-1) hosts Ken10th.
Cuiston, Carroll, Bryant and choice over Wisconsin, Michi- ense. Most of the yards came on Fort Thomas Highlands, Wood- tutored such outstanding playtucky (24), 18th-ranked Ole Kentucky upset Ole Miss."
Brandon ran harder than anytime gan State is figured by one over Matt Hang's passes. He complet- ford, Daviess and Caldwell Coun- ers as Cliff Koroll, Jim Wiste
Miss (3-2) will be at Housto
SOUTHERN
SIDELINES
season with Brandon really Iowa, and Michigan is a 7/
and Keith Magnuson, a trio of
this
1
2 ed 21 of 45 for 350 yards and ties.
Alabama (3-2) is at Clemtwo touchdowns. The two scoring St. Xavier received the unani- NHL rookies instrumental in
S.
int choice over Minnesota.
being tough.
son (3-2), Mississippi State (3-2)
Tripp Williams caught some Notre Dame is a 22-point tosses give him 12 for the season. mous vote of the coaches for first the Black Hawks' tie, giving
at Florida State (3-1) Georgia
good passes and the Murray de- choice over Tulane, Houston is His leading receiver was Billy place in the state's Class AAA them their first point of the
Tech (2-3) at eighth - ranked
3', 2 point pick over Mississip- Hess who caught 8 for 121 yards. division. Trinity remained in season
fense was very good.
after
five straight
Southern Cal (4-0-1) and Miami
Murray
alwaHopkinsville
and
l•
i,
Alabama, loser of its last Fullback Rick Fisher had 59 second place followed by Butler, defeats.
of Florida (1-3) host to Texas
ys have an exciting game and wo games, is a six-point choice yards rushing to lead the Racers Male and Thomas Jefferson.
Koroll and Wiste, teammates
Christian (1-4).
caught T. J. replaced Atherton in the
this year should be no exception. ver Clemson, and SMU is in that department and
and roommates for six years,
Third-ranked Tennessee (5-0),
two passes for 65 yards, one of
players like he did a decade A large Hopkinsville crowd is • vored by 10 over Texas Tech.
standings on the strength of a combined for the Black Hawks'
the South's top team, will be
By DAVID MOFFIT
to accompany their Elsewhere, Colgate is an them going 50 yards for a TD. 14-0 victory over Waggener.
only goal.
ago.
Idle, taking two weeks to preMurray
will
play
undefeated
,
Up)
Sports
Writer
ight-point choice over Brown,
LaCroix's hat trick sparked
Here is this week's voting
pare for its Nov. 1 date with
It could well be thatBryant, team to Murray.
Game time will be 8 o'clock. ale is figured by 10 ...over East Tennessee, there, Satur- (1st place votes in parentheses): the Flyers past Toronto, while
Georgia.
now 57 and a grandfather, has
ATLANTA
(UPO
day.
The
Buccaneers
are
6-0
Although
ornell, Dartmouth by 7/
Lai is favored by 10 points
1
2 over
Class A
St. Louis had to rally to tie
stung by two straight defeats, mellowed in his 25 years as a
arvard, Miami (Fla.) by six for the season and lead the OVC 1. Lynch
(6)
95 Canadiens, 34, Boston clipped
over Auburn but it's hard to Bear
the
head
coach.
But
visitors
to
Bryant warns he isn't
PLAYERS TRADED
•ver TCU, North Carolina State with a 3-0 record. They have 2. Thompkinsville
(3)
88 Minnesota, 34, and Los Angelo
tell by the statistics whether
Crimson Tide's preseason drills
caged yet.
y 14 over Duke, West Virginia beaten OVC foes Eastern Kentuc- 3. Bardstown
defen(1)
59 defeated Pittsburgh, 2-0 in
It will be an offensive or
observed
no
appreciable
change.
Furthermore, says Alabama's
KANSAS CITY (UPI)- Veter- y 17 over Pittsburgh, Georgia ky, Western Kentucky, and Tenn- 4. Murray
52 other games.
sive duel. LSU is averaging
Many
Disciples
football coach, he thinks some
an pitcher Dave Wickersham y 21 over Kentucky, Kansas by- essee Tech. Last Saturday they 5. Russellville
LaCroix scored one goal in _
41
39.4 points and 430 yards per
What actually appears to have
beat Chattanooga 17-14.
of
the
alumni
have
been
a
bit
was traded by the Kansas City ive over Iowa St.
40 each period. His third goal, at
6. Paintsville
game while Auburn, loser only
happened
is
that
other
coaches,
"They're experienced, big,
quick about throwing in the
Royals
Wednesday
to
the
31 7:39 of the third period, put
7. Mt. Sterling
to Tennessee, is averaging 37.6 towel.
many of them Bryant proteges,
and have loads of depth," FurgerAtlanta Braves for pitcher Ron
27 the Flyers ahead 4-2 and proved
8, Campbellsville
points and 425 yards.
have
adopted
the
Bear's
tech"I'm not ready to give up
son says of the Buccaneers.
Tompkins.
24 to be the winning goal when
9. Dayton
But, at the same time they've and I hope our
young coachteam isn't eith- niques. And bright
Tompkins, 24, is 10 years
running up points and
been
13 Ron Ellis scored the Maple
10. Ft. Campbell
es
like
Doug
Dickey
at
TennesJOHNSON
PURCHASED
Leafs' third goal with 24
Class AA
yardage, LSU and Auburn have er," the Bear coach said after see and Vince Dooley at Geor- younger than Wickersham and
third-ranked Tennessee humiliathe Royals are going with youth
1,
seconds
remaining in the game.
Paducah
Tilghman
(5)
el
also played doughty defense. ted
gia
are
making
his
recruiting
O
s
HEMPSTEAD, N.Y.((TCrimson Tide 41-14.
while Atlanta
ch
the Western
Bobby Rousseau and Jacquedl
(3)
88
2. Elizabethtown
program
tougher
and
tougher.
Ed
Johnsoit,-:
6.400t-9
eentea,
What really made that lopDivisn
io
ion
of the.
70 Laperriere combined for a pair
You `might say that Bryant,
was purchased by the New 3..Covington Catholic (2)
sided loss rankle was that it
National League, hopes that
of second period goals to wipe
Station
4.
Bryan
69
like
Dr.
Frankenstein,
created
York Nets Wednesday from the
came one week after VanderWickersham will bolster their
62 out an early 2-0 Blues' lead
5. Mayfield
a
monster
that
eventually
got
Los
Joittison,
the
Angeles
Stars.
bilt, which had never beaten a
erratic pitching corps.
50 after Terry Harper had scored
starting center for the Stars 6. Madisonville
Bryant-coached Alabama team, out of hand.
7. Ft, Thomas Highlands
31 the Canaciiens' first goal.
The alumni at most schools
By
JOE
SAHGLS
college
ball
played
season,
last
upset the Tide 14-10.
Bobby Orr, Phil Esposito and
8.
Woodford
25
Co.
would
be
overjoyed
with
the
8-2
UPI
Sports
Writer
Tennessee
A&I,
at
"We'll lose all the faint-heartHEYMAN SOLD
Ron Murphy accounted for
season
and
a
bowl
bid
that
Alaed fans now," Bryant said
Boston's goals as the unbeaten,
last year. But `Barna
SAN
FRANCISCO (UPI)-somewhat bitterly earlier this bama had
PITTSBURGH (UPI)- Art
Bruins took a two-point lea/
fans,
expecting
nothing
short
of
Frank
Beard,
the
year's
leading
week.
over defending champion Mone„
the perfection Bryant provided Heyman, who gets traded at money winner,
and
Billy
Not Quitting Yet
least once a season, was sold
trEal in the Eastern Division,
In
1961,
1964
and
1966,
grumCasper,
the
man
who
knows
"But my wife and I are alumPipers
the Pittsburgh
by
ST. PAUL-Minneapolis
race. Orr, a ciefenseman, no
bled.
ni too. When we decide this old
Miami how to play the Harding Park
the
to
Wednesday
Bill Rigney was expected
(UP!)leads the NHL in scoring wait
"We're
rebuilding
(from
an
course,
were
the
favorites
officially to become the mana- man is too old, something will 8-2 season?)," Bryant said in Floridians for cash and a high today at the start of the
nine points.
be done about it; don't worry
Bob Wall scored the deciding
September. "But folks have got draft choice.
would have been much
penalty
San
$100,000
Francisco
the Minnesota about that.
Open
of
ger
By CHARLES SMITH
Heyman, a star at Duke, is a
goal on a power play and goalie
realize
we
haven't
got
the
President
to
university
stiffer
if
golf
tournament.
"The other set of alumni
UPI Sports Writer
six-year veteran of pro basketRoland H. Nelson Jr. had not Jerry Desjardins recorded his
Twins today, provided the won't have to mouth around material we had when we were
Beard, who has finished in
NBA
the
and
played
in
ball
winning."
instigated the investigation of second straight shutout to pace
Angels give their blessing- the about it."
the
first
five
in
the
last
10
KANSAS City, Mo. (UPI)- A
before the ABA was formed.
the Kings' victory.
Close in Defeat
his own athletic department.
California Angels, that is.
tourneys he has played in national
Whether or not the Bear has
limit on
athletic
Alabama's
two
regular
season
Calvin
GrifTwins President
including a couple which he scholarships in football
changed in the past few years
and
fith announced Tuesday that he is open for debate. What is not losses last year were by two
won, and Casper, the "quiet basketball has been
BONE CHIP REMOVED
proposed
to
Ole
Miss
and
one
point
on
points
agreed
Rigney
had
and
man" who always gets the job by Dr. Willis M. Tate,
debatable is the fact that Brypresident
terms of a one-year contract, ant's teams of late haven't been to Tennessee, a team which
done somehow with the least of Southern Methodist
HOUSTON
(UPI)
UniversiPitcher
but Rigney was unable to sign up to the standards of his na- Alabama has beaten only once
flourish
and
no
fanfare,
each
ty, to the National Collegiate
Mike
Wegener
of
the
Montreal
five
tries.
come
in
its
past
the contract until he had
shot three-under 68 at the short
tional championship teams of
But a 35-10 loss to Missouri Expos underwent surgery Wed- but tricky municipal layout in Athletic Association (NCAA).
to terms with the Angels.
the earlier `60s.
nesday
for
removal
of
a
bone
Rigney had one year to go on
The proposal is an answer to
Some
disgruntled
alumni in the Gator Bowl was the worst chip from the elbow of his final tuneups Wednesday.
While Beard and Casper, and the rising costs of intercollehis Angel contract. He was place the blame on Bryant. setback Bryant had suffered
pitching arm.
athletics. Dr. Tate,
fired last May after serving as They say the Bear has "grown since returning to Alabama in
Dr. Joe King performed the second leading money winner giate
and
Angels
1958
now
there's
that
expansion
pilot of the
Dave Hill, looked like the solid speaking as a member of the
soft," that he doesn't drive his
Tennessee shocker, played be- surgery on Wegener's right picks Arnold Palmer was the NCA A's long-range planning
since their inception.
the home folks in Birming- elbow at Houston Methodist sentimental choice, and not out committee, said the rising costs
difficulties,
fore
no
foresee
"I
Hospital.
1956.
ham.
he said at his home in Alamo,
of sympathy. The one-time king are "the greatest threat to
Cookie Lavagetto and Sam
Calif., Wednesday, "but a tax
of the pros is in the second intercollegiate athletics today."
were
Senator
Mele
Washington
matter enters into it, too, and it
phase of his comeback from an
Twin coaches when they
Dr. Tate made his presentaarthritic right hip and he thinks
may take more than a day or and
Cal
manager.
named
were
to the NCAA Council,
tion
resolve."
he
two to
has the ailment beaten.
Billy Martin piloted
Coming to Minnesota will be Ermer and
"My hip feels the same today which concluded its fall meetTwins' Triple A farm at
like returning home for Rigney. the
(Wednesday) as it did the last ing Wednesday. Only immeDenver
at the time of their
Minneapolis
day at Sahara, which was good diate result was the formation
He helped the
Millers win the Little World appointments.
- a little bit sore but nothing to of a special committee to study
"Rigney will get the highest
Series in 1955-and was named
rations by shelving temporarily speak of," Arnie said on the Dr. Tate's report.
salary
I ever paid a manager,"
By ROBERT BERG
the
minor league manager of
fancy "Houston offense" eve of the San Francisco open,
the
The report called for a
said Griffith, without disclosing
year by the Sporting News.
triple option attack he installed which replaces the Lucky on
around
at
estimated
limit of 30 grants-in-aid
figure
LANSING,
national
the
EAST
Mich.
that
time
It is the first
last spring and reverting to the pro tour.
football per year and six in
$60, 000. "I know what he was (UPI) Daugherty plain
Duffy
power
football.
The "I wasn't too upset at the in
Griffith has gone outside his making with the California
showed why he has built a Spartans chewed out 348 yards way I played," said Arnie. "It basketball.
organization for a manager
salary."
the
matched
Angels.
I
reputation at Michigan State as rushing in the game
since he became president in
while was pretty good all things
Another item in Dr. Tate's
one of the nation's top football attempting only four passes and considered,. Now if the hip holds
report called for a code of
coaches last Saturday when his completing one for seven yards.
•••••••••••••••••••••••
and I drop a few I might be conduct for athletes. The NCAA
•
LAct-.7
Spartans upset Michigan, 23-12.
"It just shows there's no able to do all right. One thing already has a code of conduct
win,
As a result of that
for
sure,
I'm
going
to
go
all for coaches and officials. The
Monterey 2-dr Hardtop
substitute for hard blocking,
Daughterty was named today running and
tackling," Daug- out."
as United Press International's herty said this week. "Our That's all the "army" ever Athlete's code woulebe set up
Available as raw as $3329 or
with the help of students.
"Coach of the Week."
offensive line did a great job. expects of Arnie, and so he will
-NCAA
Committee
on
The
loaded with all standard equip
Michigan holds a 37-20-5 Ron Saul
is as fine as any have them in hordes as he tees Infractions Wednesday put San
margin in the series which offensive guard
off
among
the
early starters Jose State's track program and
in the country."
ment
began in 1898. But Daughterty
Daugherty said that while today. Casper and Masters
has engineered half of those quarterback Bill Triplett threw champ George Archer also are Marshall University's football
program on one-year probawins and now holds a 10-4-2 only four
passes, he did call 10 among the early starters while tions.
advantage over the Wolverines. pass plays.
Beard, Hill, who has won
Despite his record against
$154,000, and PGA champ Ray
Triplett Can Run
San Jose State was cited
Michigan, however, the Spar- "We
just decided we wouldn't Floyd go off among the last because Olympic sprint chamtans were a one touchdown pass if we would run," he said, players in the field of 143.
pion John Carlos and pole
underdog before the game.
"and on six of those plays The only leading players vaulter Sam Caruthers particiBegin Practice Sessions
missing from the San Francisco pated in an unsanctioned meet,
Triplett saw he could run."
Week's
the
began
114 They
On defense, Daugherty's staff field are Jack Nicklaus, who the Orange County Invitational,
practice sessions numb from ran the team
through that one won the Sahara, and U.S. Open in Orange, Calif., on June 14.
two crushing losses suffered at
Marshall's penalty was little
of them described as "unusual- ichamp Orville Moody.
the hands of Notre Dame and ly heavy contact work"
than a slap on the wrist
during
more
Ohio State in which they had the week.
one on our schedule," Daugher- since the Thundering Herd has
yielded a total of 96 points. The "After giving
up all those ty said. "It is the greatest lost 26 straight football games.
offensive unit had sputtered all points it was felt the boys, intrastate rivalry in the nation
Marshall will net be allowed
fall, alternating between-flashes needed this to
sharpen up their and we always want to play our to compete in any post-season
of bulllance and periods of game," the staff member said. very best in it."
football competition and will
ineffectiveness as the Spartans "Apparently it
-Saturday, under the guidance not be eligible to appear on any
worked."
accumulated a 2-2 record.
Murray, Ky.
'The Michigan game always of Daugherty, the Spartans did NC AA telecasts.
Main at 6th Street
Daughterty began his prepa................41•41••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
has been the most important just that.
. The council said Marshall's
By DAVID MOFFIT
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SEEN & HEARD . .

Several

(Continued From Page 1)

(Continued Pram Page 1)

barrow them back to the woods
later on in the year.
Incidentally the ground works
real well now for planting
things. Loose and crumbly and
slightly moist.
Second oldest brings home a
Luge Toad Stool made up of at •Sse
least fifty small ones. The entire thing is in one piece and is
probably the largest we have
ever seen. About a foot in diameter, generally circular shaped.
That Cactus bloom of Mrs.
Chapman's had a rank odor,
something like a rotten cabbage.

GOVERNOR NUNN GIVES HIS FAIR SHARE TO UNITED FUND - Gov. Louie IL
Nunn presents his fair share check to Don Hulett', left, general chairman of the Franklin County United Fund Drive. Parks Comm issioner Robert Gable, right is chairman of
the State Government Division of the Franklin County United Fund appeal.
W. Main, Murray.
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Randall Thornton, 510 So. 7th
St., Murray; Master Michael EdADULTS 102
wards, Petuiyrile State Park,DaNURSERY 5
wson Springs; David Bogard, 523
OCTOBER 21, 1969 •
Whitman St., Murray; Mrs.Dawn
Hayes and Baby Girl, Shady Oaks
ADMISSIONS
Trl. Crt., Box 92, Murray; Mrs.
NEW YORK (UPI)- Stocks
Linda Payne and Baby Girl, 304 opened mixed today in modefMiss Donna Day, Woods Hall
So. 13th St., Murray; Alfred Bur- ately active trading.
Box 57 MSU, Murray; Mrs. Mary keen, Rte. 3, Murray; Mark HutDefense Secretary Melvin R.
Mrs.
Murray;
Balentine, Rte. 3,
chenson, 101 No. 16th St., Mur- Laird's opposition to a unilaterJessie Smith, Rte. 7, Murray; ray; David Gargus, Rte. 1, Almo;
al cease-fire in Vietnam may
Mrs. Katherine Lax, Chestnut
Jack Shell, 820 So. 9th St., Mur- ciapmen enthusiasm on Wall
St., Murray; Mrs. Aleshia Curay; Miss Donna Day, Woods Street, especially since much of
nningham, Rte. 4 , Murray; Roy Hall Box 57, MSU, Murray; Mrs.
gain
recent
market's
the
Lee, Rte. 1, Dexter; Danny WashFreda Blanton, 511 No. 2nd St., stemmed from speculation that
Travis
Murray;
2,
Rte.
burn,
Murray; Mrs . Resie
President Nixon might anWilson, Puryear, Tenn.; Hal Kin3, Murray.
nounce such a mb've in his Nov.
gins, 1105 So. 16th St.,. Murray;
3 address to the nation.
Gerald Richerson, Rte. 3, MurShortly after the opening, the
ray; Baby Boy Kemp, Rte. 7, "Julia'guesting
indicator
I
P
U
mar ketwide
Murray; Ewell Tinsley, 404 No.
(UPI)-DiHOLLYWOOD
showed a gain of 0.11 per cent
5th St., Murray; Mrs, Clara Sm- ahann Carroll, star of the "Julia"
on 397 issues crossing the tape.
iley, 408 No. 1st St., Murray; television series, will guest star
were 160 advances, and
Howard Perry, 204 Pine ,Mur- on "The Robert Goulet Special" There
131 declines.
ray; Mrs. Pollye Bailey, 1632 next April.
Electronics and oils were
mixed, but steels advanced.
In the oil group, Gulf picked
Holiday Inn
up 1 2 to 3314 on a block of
16,600 shares. Standard of Ohio
Hwy. 641 South.
edged up 1.2 to 9514, but
Murray, Kentucky
Occidental eased I s td 24 on a
block of 12,000 shares. Pennzoil
lost 113 to 37, and Natomas% 'to
79141.
• Bethlehem Steel gained ¼ to
29,8 and Armco also lk to
291,4 .
Among the electronics, Litton
rose Is to 571,4, but Westinghouse fell a point -to 64.
Fairchild Camera dipped % to
92, and IBM 1 to 3541/2.
Motorola lost 114 to 164, while
National Cash Register climbed
1/a to 1473i4 . Zenith added Is to
43, but Burroughs lost Cs to
Children 6 to 12
$1.00
157%. General Electric climbed
Children under 6 _
Free
1/11 to 89%.
General Motors was unchanged at 761 4 on a block of
10,200 shares, with Chrysler
steady at 42.
fie 753-5986

Today's
Stock Market

Hospital Report

—

BY POPULAR
REQUEST . ..

OUR NOON DAY BUFFET IS BEING
RESUMED
1 1 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
'1.35
SUNDAY BUFFET _ _ _ '1.95

1 1 :30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Plan Your Christmas Party Now!

Looking about last night for
something to quell that terrible
feeling of hunger and we discovered a little dooey of Horseradish Dip in the refrigerator
Got us some potatoe chips and
before long we were just feel
mg fine again.
A good glass of fresh milk
topped off this little snack.
A woman handed us this so
don't blame us: "Ask a woman's
advice and whatever she advis
es, do the very reverse and
you're sure to be wise". As we
said before, a woman handed
us the above so don't blame us
As we said, etc. etc.

Land
Transfers

Photo Iv Wilson Woolf*/

Riding High
TONY CHILDRESS, a ninth
grader at Murray High School,
tinkered for VS months getting
the mat and handlebars on his
high-rider bike adjusted to just
the proper altitude.

Fall Festival
o Be At Faxon

C. R. Rickman, speeding, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
J. D. Wynn, driving while intoxicated, amended to reckless
driving, fined $100.00 costs $4.
50.
N. M. McClure, speeding, fin
ed $15.00 costs $4.59.
J. T. McCaslin, speeding, fin
ed $15.00 costs $4.50.
S. L. Alcott, speeding, fined
$15.00 costs $4.50.
L. L. Brownfield, speeding,
POlt SALM
PO* BALI
fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
S. J. Crouch, speeding, fined
sale or
SILVERTONE console televis- aORCERY STORE for
$15.00 costs $4.50.
doing
Marshall,
South
at
rrade
contemporary walS. A. Hutchens, speeding, fin- ion. Lovely
good business and the price is
Perscreen.
24-inch
cabinet.
nut
ed $15.00 costs $4.50
Phone right. Reason for selling; Doctor
L. R. Moore, speeding, fined fect condition, $50.00.
0-24-C said "Get Out'.' Come and see it
753-8265.
$15.00 costs $4.50.
or call Benton 527-8049. 0-23-P
D. G. Ramsey, speeding, fin- 1-17.3 CUBIC FT. chest type
ed $15.00 costs $4.50.
freezer, A-1 condition; 1-extra FRAME your sentimental picD. D. Rudolph, speeding, fin- nice Hotpoint refrigerator; 1- tures and valuables for safe
ed $15.00 costs $4.50.
used 4 HP riding mower. Call keeping aid wall groupings. 200
E. P. Woodall, speeding. fin- 733-8391 days.
0-24-C beautiful frames to choose from.
ed $15.00 costs $4.50.
3-7 day service. Also original
H. T. Kamp, reckless driving, CURTIS-MATHES color televi• gifts. The Gallery, Mayfield
aion, used 314 years. Phone 753- Road.
fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
N-1-NC
0-24-C
G. D. Burkeen, speeding, fin- 6894.
ed $15.00 costs $4.50.
ONE of the finer things of life
DELUXE Warm Morning stove, -Blue Lustre carpet and uplarge size, butane Been used holstery cleaner. Rent electric
FINED IN MAYFIELD
three months. Phone 753-5463 shampooer $1. Big K. 0-25-C
0-24-C
BEAGLE PUPPIES, nine weeks
Ryland Alderson of Murray
old. $10.00 pair. Phone 4139-3693.
3
Scooter,
Cushraan
and
-WHEEL
3
$100
fined
was
Five
Route
0-23-P
$150.00.
condition,
good
$5
speed.,
and
driving
costs, reckless
0-24-C
and costs for driving the wrong Call 753-3798.
SILVERTONE GUITAR, $20.00.
way on a one way street; Larry
USED AND NEW Spinet pianos Iron bed, mattress and springs.
Route
Grove
Lynn
Tidwell,
T.
and organs. Authorized Baldwin $20.00. GE automatic washer,
One was fined $5 and costs for
Lonardo Piano Com- $60.00. Phone 753-7156. 0-23-C
disregarding a stop sign and dealer.
pany. "Across from post office",
$10 and costs for reckless driv0-24-C 1966 HONDA 450. See at Roes
Tennessee.
ing in the Mayfield City Court, Paris,
Service Station 15th and Main
publishaccording to the report
0-23-P
FIREWOOD, any kind, any leng- or call 753-2503.
ed in the Mayfield Messenger
th. Price includes delivery. OrBALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
on Tuesday.
der any amount. Phone 753-2590
Rent or buy. Lonardo Piano Co.
0-28-C
or 735-6998.
Your complete music store.
NOW YOU KNOW
18-INCH Westinghouse exhaust Across from post office, Paris,
0-23-C-H
fan, automatic shutters, new Tenn.
by United Press International $40.00. Miley, tandem, two-horse PIANO. GOOD condition, $100.The oldest known written trailer, $350.00. Kerunore port- 00. Phone 753-2831.
0-23-C
language is Sumerian which has able dishwasher. $100.00. Call
HOSPITAL BED, used three
been traced back about 3100 753-4022, after five p. m.
months. Phone 753-1740 ,or 753B C.
0-23-C
1622.

Ann Griffin of Tallahassee,
Fla., to John C. Barwick and There will be a Fall Festival
at klaxon Elementary School on
Mary B. Barwick; lot in
Fearlay, October 24 at 8:00 p.
way Shores,- ---liter"becue, sandwiches, hot
011ie It Ramsey and Lucille
doge, coffee,, cold drinks and
Ramsey to C. C. Willie and Loui- dessert will be served throughse Willie; lot in Lakeway Shores, out the evening. Also there will
Rotchie M. Brown and Ethel be games such as bingo, cake
Brown to Edward L. Turner and 'alk, hoop throwing, a fish pond
Merl June Turner; lot on U. S. and movies for the children.
Highway 641.
•
This year, an added attraction Indian extras
Rudy Lovett and Gwendolyn will be the "House of Horror"
HOLLYWOOD(UPI)-Twelve
Lovett to Joe R. Warren and located in the basement.
Santo Domingo and Santa Clara
Julian H. Warren; two acres
The highlight of the evening Indians from New Mexico have
on Penny Road.
will be the crowning of the Jr. been brought to Warner Bros. to
Freddie Beach to Robert Bea- and Sr. King and Queen. Everyscenes for
complete
final
ch; lot on South 18th Street. one is invited to attend.
"Nobody Loves Flapping Eagle,"
We would also like to take
George A. Shoemaker to East
starring Anthony Quinn.
Fork Clarks River Watershed this opportunity to thank the
* * *
Conservancy District of Murray; Murray merchants for the nice
gifts which they so generously
201,4 acres on Brushy Creek.
Henry J;CIPest and Bobbie Orr donated for the bingo prizes,
West to Eitel Fork Clarks River 13illy D. Outland, principal, said. Look, don't touch...
Watershed Conservancy District
PETERBORMIGH, England
of Murray; 41.2 acres in Calloway
(UPI) - When a labor union
County.
complained that a local firm
V. T. Barnes and Jessie Barsometimes ordered women emnes to East Fork Clarks River
ployes to strip to make sure
Watershed Conservancy District (Continued From Page One)
they weren't stealing, company
of Murray ; 133 acres in Callomanager Tommy Thomas said,
tend this program. All teen- "Some of our women employes
way County.
Clarence Stockdale and Glenie agers and MYF or youth have been known to tuck goods
Ann Stockdale to East Fork Clar- groups will especially enjoy this under their girdles and slips.
ks River Watershed Conservancy young group.
Our securitY officers have strict
District of Murray; property in
instructions not to touch the
Calloway County.
flesh."
Robert Farley and Thelma Fa- 28, 1965, to Lola M. Youngblood
* * *
rley to East Fork Clarks River of Roseville, Mich., Brenda B
easement on land in Calloway vins of Warren, Mich., and Jolt
County.
T. Youngblood of Roseville, DESTROYS CAMP
L. D. Cook and Blondavene Mich.
Cook to East Fork Clarks River
KUALA LUMPUR (UPI)- A
Brenda Bevins, Robert L.
Watershed Conservancy Distri- vins, John T. Youngblood,Patric Malaysian security patrol dect; easement on land in Calloway in Youngblood, and Lola M. Yo stroyed an abandoned CommuCounty.
nist guerrilla camp in the
ngblood to Lola M. Youngblo
Affidavittsaf descentsof Lennis property in Calloway County.
jungle near the border with
Thailand, a military spokesman
Federal State Market News A. Youngblood, died December
said today. The Communist
Service, Octcber 23, 1969 Kenpost was discovered Monday as
tucky Purchase Area Hog Margroups of 20 to 30 guerrillas
ket Report Includes 10 Buying
were sighted near the Thai
Stations.
WSIX-TV
wsm-TY
border.
Receirs 1,072 Head, Barrows
s
Chants&
Channel 4
Champed S
and Gs Fully Steady: Saws,
THURSDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
Fully Steady.
Sots
l‘ayne signed
Sports News; Wthr
News; Wihr.; Sots. News; Wthr
6 .30Am Daniel
Ghost and Mrs. Mu
Faintly Affair
US 2-3 200-240 lbs $24.75-25.25;
Boone
Girt
That
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-David
Hour
IN. Jim Naisors
:00 Daniel Boone
▪
US 2-4 190-240 lbs 324.25-24.75;
The Jim Nabors Hour Bewitched
.30 tronside
/
has been added to the
Wayne
US 2-4 240-260 lbs $23.75-24.25;
Jones
Tom
Is
This
.00 Ironside
es
Movie:
This Is TOM Jones
east of Disney's "The Boy Who
-Two on a
- M Dragnet. MO
O
US- 3-4 260-280 lbs $23.25-23.75;
It Takes a Thief
Guillotine"
:00 Dean Maelin Show
Stole the Elephant." starring
SOWS:
It Takes a n1/0
7 '30 Dean Martin Shoo Movie
Mark Lester who vlayed the
US 1-2 270-350 lbs 321.75-22.50,
Shorts
.
WThr
News:
Sports
Wow
r...5.
Mr.,
.
ws.
hews
Swos
Us
in
30 The Tonight Show The Mery Griffin Show Munson Outdoors
1
title role in "Oliver!
US 1-3 300-550 lbs 321.00-21.75;
Abormnable
"The
Show
Griffin
1 1 10 The Tonight Show The Mery
US 2-3 450-650 les 320.00-21.00.
30 The Torhoht Show 'he Mery Griffin Show Snowman of the

Lake-

The Lebonaires

Purchase Area
Hog Market

BUSTER
BROWN.

TELEVISION SCHEDULE
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:00 The
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•Th
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Mrs. May,59,
Rites Planned
MAYFIELD, Ky., Oct. 22-Fu
neral rites for Mrs. Treless
Marie May, 59, will be conducted at 2 p.m. Thursday at Little
Mission Holiness Church of Mayfield. The Rev. Ardell McAlpin
and the Rev. Edgar Rohrer will
officiate. Burial will be in Maplewood Cemetery.
Mrs. May, of Hickory Rt. 2,
died at 8:30 a.m. Tuecd:, in
Mayfield Community Hospital.
She was a member of Little Mission Church.
She is survived • by her husband, the Rev. Curtis May, Mayfield; two daughters, Mrs. Marvin Fulcher, St. Louis, Mo., and
Miss Not-a May, Hickory Rt. 2:
four sons, Charles May, Joe
May, Jack May and Chess May.
all of Detroit, Mich.; four brothers, Edgar Gore, Mayfield, Castell Gore, Farmington, Zolan
Gore and Carnola Gore, both of
Murray; a sister, Mrs. Bessie
Sellars, Farmington; 14 grandchildren, and two great-grandchildren.
Pallbearers will be Carlos Blalock Jr., Elbert Fulcher Jr.,
James W. Fulcher, Coy Sellars,
Don Haynes and Mich May.
Friends may call at Roberts
Funeral Home.
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KENMORE ELECTRIC IRON,
$6.00. Childs rocking horse, $2.00. Two girls coats sizes 3 and
4, cheap. All excellent condition. Phone 753-9036.
0-23-C

1965 OL
'op wit}
-We Pow
door set
Gulf Sts
Main.

LIVING ROOM SUITE, three
months old. Will sell cheap See
at 804 Broad Extended. 0-23-C
MINIATURE Dachshund, AKC
registered, eight weeks old
male. Phone 753-6978.
0-23-C
SOW AND NINE PIGS, Phone
489-3252.
0-23-C

ot
-46

1964 FO
den. 19€
door sed
and TaY
et of Ott

MODEL 10-D Remington pump
gun, one barrell 26 inches, other
30 inches, both matted rib. Excellent condition. Call 753-8484
or 753-8118 after five p.m.
0-23-C

1950 OL
top with
sharp. Li
der four
chanicall
rolet pit
dition. Co
don. Cot

1969 KAWASAKI T-90. Excellent trail bike. Phone 437-6331
0-23-C
MODEL 72 Allis-Chalmers combine, two reeLs. Phone 489-2892
0-25-P
CAMPER TOPPER. Fits long
wheel base, late model pick-up
truck. Phone 753-5421 after 5:00
p. m.
0-25-C

1962 PO1
mechanic
cheap. 1
door tied
Taylor G
0th and

CARPETS a fright? Make them
a beautiful sight with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
$l. Western Auto Store. "Home
of the Wishing Well". 0-25-C

AUCTIO
October
Noel Fa
of Stella
sell a I:
with lo
items a
top bure
extra is
center
frames,
er, row
old spini
Lredel
nice elec
ator, gas
washer.
cooking
Jugs, dial
and gart
a partia
good cou
Chester
Grove. I

SWEET POTATOES. Can be
The first mass-produced auto- seen at Outland Seed on Indusmobile was the 1902 Oldsmobile. trial Road. Priced from $1.00* * *
$3.00 a bushel.
0-25-P
The name "jalopy" supposedly onginated in the early 1900s,
when old cars were shipped froni
the United States to Jalapa, Mexico, for resale.

ELASTIC surgery hose, washed
once, $25.00 Aluminum walker,
$10.00. Hearing head set for TV,
$20.00. Desk and chair, $10.00
* * *
Two end tables, $5.00 pair. 500
The Red River forms the Whitnell Avenue, Murray.
0-24-I
southern boundary of Oklahoma.

ins
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We make shoes for playing games,
climbing trees, riding bikes,and for
looking great in at school. they're
rugged. And they fit!

ADAMS .5110E STORE
wai
Sae Of SOWS- -

sign or

D,earn tic...
Oa TT., Noce Eriw
As the hor.o turns
30 The NO01 Ss c.*
News, Sineino Tony Lel't. %eat • Gee
00 Day- ril C., ;.,,, many splendor,-et Tn ng t.irw.wi d Same
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SOCIAUST RULE BEGINS
Elected the first post-war
Social Democratic chancellor
of West Germany. Willy
Brandt, former • mayor of
West Berlin. takes the oath
of office in Bonn. He is expected to steer a course tolrard-tiosrr ki.ftwttly--144a-ba.tion's"Communist neighbors.

Soo, New, aithr : Sea,"
. so, News
,
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AUSTRALIANS AT MURRAY STATE: Peter Hay, left, and Mike O'Kiine, right, Aust.
rallan students at Murray State University, seem to be having no difficult adiustIng to
life on the American campus. Here, they head to class with two attractive coeds: Carol
Ander-sem, a junior from Paducah on the left, and Detibi• Reef, a senior from Louisville
American girls are -roaring their. dresses short, but- we as,- brief as---de tiss irtris In
Aust*ia, both agree

ft
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S, nine weeks
hone 489-3693
0-23-P
TITAR, $20•00.
s and springs,
matic washer,
3-7156. 0-23-C

) See at Ross
5th and Main
0-23 P

CI'RIC IRON,
tog horse. ie.its sizes 3 and
relent condit0-23-C
36.

4

hshund, AKC
: weeks old
0-23-C
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ht? Make them
• with Blue
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Store. "Home
Nell". 0-25-C
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coeds: Carol
in Louisville.
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL NICE BRICK veneer
home with 5 acres of good Lan".
Home has there bedrooms, liv/
2
ing room, den, kitchen, 11
baths, fireplace, carport and
nice lawn. Located five miles
from Murray.

BY OWNER: Three-bedroom
house, near town, hospital and
high sclaxi. Fenced in back
yard, carpeted, built-ins. Phone
753-5330
0-25-C

LARGE BEAUTIFUL BRICK
veneer on two acres of land.
1% miles from Murray. House
has three bedrooms, formal dining room, large living room
with fireplace, central heat and
air
conditioner.
Beautifully
landscaped lawn, double garage. This is a beauty.
NICE BRICK HOME in Kirksey.
This home has four bedrooms;
dining room, living room, central heat, full basement, three
acres of land and a good 30x50
shop building. A good location
and nice home for the right
person. Been reduced for a
quick gale.

CURTIS MATHES
and

ONE OF the finest homes in
the Murray area. A 4-bedroom
brick, 1 liatory colonial on a
beautiful 2% acre lot. This out
standing home has all the features you would want. Very
tastefully decorated and well
planned Can be bought for
much less than its replacement
value.

T.V. SERVICE CENTER
(
cti/X;..74//(.)
COMPLETE
AUTOMATIC COLOR

UNIQUELY styled 3-bedroom
brick with formal dining room,
2 bath roorns, beantiful kithen cabinets, double garage. See
us for details and make a bid
on this excellent buy.
QUALITY constructed 3-bedroom frame in Keenelanoi Subdivision. Very spacious family
room and kitchen with all apELEGANT STONE HOME on pliances. Carpeted throughout,
1966 PLYMOUTH Fury HI four•
acres of land. Has full base- 1% baths. This house is one
two
factory
loor sedan. Green with
two fire places, central year old and has been kept like
ment,
sir and power. V-8 automatic.
air, large living area new Owner has moved from
and
• NIEW Al I OMA*11 it I I VI' Ct)N111401.
heat
One owner, locally owned. 1968
, n r,r ply ,
IMPre
has a beautiful view. Murray. Immediate possession.
This
place
Buick LaSabre four door sedan
Ken Lake Hotel Priced right-make us a hid
near
Located
•
NI:la'
IMPRIA 11) s I I 0‘1.1TIC
with factory air and power steerA WELL designed exterior and
on 94 Hwy.
11. 'SING
ing and black vinyl roof. Cain
FOUR BEDROOM FRENCH pro- interior 3-bedroom brick with
s,•
.,•
ossootac
and Taylor Gulf Station. Cornvencial, located in Canterbury 2 large baths. Fireplace in the
0-24-C
er of 6ith and Main
family
built-in
room,
appliances
•
11.%%
al
I
carpeted,
('IIM()111.1 ICON I HI .)1
ON1.1,111C
Estates. Beautifully
ill 1.....
,I
1111411%11y 41144r na
gt's In
has large den, central heat and iniMitchen, double garage plus
1967 CHRYSLER 300 with all
11411141111%%1011
air, two baths, nice lawn and storage area. Blacktop driveway.
power and factory air. Gold
Located
in
city school district.
double garage.
• I MPIROV 11)
with black vinyl roof. 1968 Pontf
r5
;
r f1
11111
-111)M1 ATIC DEG AUSSIN(.
SEE THIS THREE BEDROOM Price greatly reduced. Possesiac Catalina four door hardtop
44,/us implititse% due In suug,sels.
0 chi.. ii
sion
with
deed.
brick veneer in Kingswood.
inferled end
with power steering and brakes,
A 1-YEAR-OLD brick just outLarge den and kitchen combinaand factory air. Black vinyl roof.
side
the
city
RIPRON I I)
limits.
3
bedrooms, t
INOST.VNT
tion, living .room, two baths,
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
1% baths, central heat and airI N I FIR1 4.1"i‘11 N I
carcentral heat and air, fine
Corner of 6th and Main 0-24-C
conditioning. Appliances in the
,
i;i
1 111411
I. 11011041.,
;
flow
pet throughout, nice rolling
141i
kitchen. Attached garage. Pric1
Another house that has
1966 CH:EVY II station wagon.
lawn.
INIFR()%
•
II)
St
I
()NI.%
I
I('
GAIN ('0NTIK01
Nvv,
ed at only $19,500.
•
1967 Camero with 327 and aubeen reduced. This man is ready
5) 41)1141e be.1/
us,,' Under 41 It i.!, i orietv .to
3-BEDROOM frame in very good
tomatic console in the floor.
to sell, give us a bid.
condition. Carpets and drupes,
MAKE US A BID on this four
Gold with black vinyl roof. Cain
fireplace, central ainconditionbedroom fully carpeted home on
end Taylor Gulf Station. Cornins. Also a real nice 20' x 60'
Johnson Blvd. Surrounded by
0-24-C
er of eith and Main.
building with a garage, centralforden,
kitchen,
homes.
nice
ly heated. Ideal for almost Oily
mal dining room, double garage, kind
1966 OLDS 88 four door hardof home workshop. Let us
YOU FOLKS IN TENNESSEE . . . It will pay you to
large utility room and paved
'op with factory air and douahow you this place and make
driveway.
Me power. 1966 Plymouth four
Offers The
check on the price of these tires1
us an offer. Owner has moved
NICE TWO BEDROOM BRICK from
door sedan. Cain and Taylor
Murray and is very anxveneer on South 7th. New car- ious to
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
se&
And Only
pet, has carport, utility room, JUST OUTSIDE
Main.
0-24-C
the city limits,
large living room. This place is a finished full
basement
with
1963 PONTIAC station w a gon
leased for one year at $125.00 3 bedrooms,
bath room and a
with power and factory air, tintper month. Real good invest- carport.
Also, a 3-car garage
ed glass. 1967 Chrysler New
ment, price $14,500.00.
perfect for an auto repair or
orker with factory Mr and douNEW THREE BEDROOM on clean up
Gives You
shop.
Keenland. Has three bedrooms, A 2
e power. Cain and Taylor Gulf
-BEDROOM
house and 1
• •
Corner of 8th and Main.
living room, large den, t w o 'acre on a
blacktop road located
(Not Just One Year)
0-24-C
baths, central heat and air, all about 2 miles
Corner of Sixth & Main
Phone 753-5662
from Murray. Car312 NORTH FOURTH STREET
carpet except den and kitchen. peted.
air-conditioned, and at1964 FORD four-door custom seTelephone 753-5865
which has vinyl tile and Car tached
garage. Just $9,000.
dan. 1963 Ford Galaxie 500 four
port. Almost ready to move in 190 ACRE
FARM
near New
door sedan. Locally owned. Cain
••••••••••••••••••iiiiii••••••••••••••••1
Owner will sell at a steal.
Concord. Well fenced, new
and Taylor Gulf Station. CornFRAME pump and
THREE BEDROOM
well. Excellent cater of 6th and Maim.
near University with garage, all tle farm. Located
NOTKE
adjacent to
NOL.P WANTIO
POE RENT
SERVICES OFFERED
is
This
priced
carpet.
place
new
a lake development.
1959 OLDS 88 four door hardfor quick sale. Give us a call WE HAVE many
CURB
HOP
wanted. Night shift,
top with air and power. Re al NICE three-bedroom trailer for PROFESSIONAL
extra good
ES
resident- to see.
5:00 p. m. to 11 p. m., male or
buys in houses as well as woodsharp. Locally owned. 1959 Chry- college boys. Phone 753-3108 ial painting. Brash, roll,
era,* TWO BEDROOM BRICK veneer
female. Apply in person to Dadder four door sedan. Good me- after 3:00 p. m.
TFC References. Fres
sodomise on North 17th Street. Real nice. ed building lots. Cime by our
Excellent Opportunity for
Castle, Chestnut Street. No
chanically. Locally owned. ChevPhone 753-3486.
Nov.-25-C drapes and air conditioner goes office at 502 Maple Street or
3 OR 4-BEDROOM brick house,
call us at any time to discuss
phone calls please.
rolet pick-up truck. Good conTFC
in good location, in city school FLOOlts nizAansp, waxed. with house. Pretty lawn. Is in details. We
don. Cain and Taylor Gulf Staappreciate your busdistrict. Phone 753-4763. 0-25-C now, home or office. By day Robertson School District.
WANTED:
Waitress,
nights
iness.
tion. Corner of 8th and Main.
yeti or month. window dein. FOUR BEDROOM BRICK veneer TUCKER REALTY
from 5 till 9. Apply in person
& Insurance
0-24-C THREE BEDROOM HOUSE, unaye on South 7th Street. This house Co., 502 Maple
to Five Points Barbecue, Maying. Call 733-3006.
Street, Murray.
furnished, in nice neighborhood
has a full finished basement
field Highway.
0,13•C
1962 PONTIAC Star Chief. Good Phone 753-5489.
Phone
753-4342;
0-23-C FOR YOUR home remodeling, with fire place. Just the nicest Kentucky,
mechanically, but rough and
Home
phones:
Donald
R.
TuckDING-DONG! Christmas odlbil
additions and repairs. Free esti- recreation room you could
cheap. 1982 Ford Fairlane four
er, 753-3020; Bobby G. Grogan.
starts early with Avon-oss
TFC want. Worlds of closets, some 733-4978; W.
unfurn- mates. Call 753-8123.
door sedan, $10000. Cain and SEVEN ROOM
Paul Dailey, Jr.,
$$$ for your Christmas in spin
Top pay, local work!
carpet and some hardwood. The 75343702.
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of ished, two baths, newly decortime near your home. Start now.
ated. Between high school and
price
of
this
house
is
unbeliev0th and Main.
H-0-25-C
Call or write Mrs. Evelyn L.
college. Available now. For
able.
Please send references to:
Brown, Avon Mgr., Shady Grove
appointment to see call 753EAST Y MANOR One of the
Road, Marion, Ky. 42064, P110110
3001.
AUCTION SALE
0-23-C
nicest three bedroom homes we NICE TWO BEDROOM home
No Jobs to Small or Large
P.O. Box 32-B
965-3363.
H-0-24-C
with
attached
garage.
Near
have
seen.
Double
garage,
to
baserue
Appreciated
SALE: Saturday, FOUR ROOM furnished apartAUCTION
^hurch,
Murray.
grocery
Ky.
and
ment
with
school.
finished
recreation
Free Estimated
NEED SOMETHING for ChriatOctober 25, 10:00 a.m. at the ment near Court Square. All
room, two baths, fireplace, love- Nice lawn with shade, only
Contact:
mas gifts and special occasions.
mile west private. Call 753-5034 before 5
o24c
Noel Furls home
$12,500.
Possession with deed
ly large wooded lot. You must
Call today to learn how you can
of Stella, Ky. on Hwy. 121. Will p.m. or 753-4645 after 5 p.m.
tlOOD TWO BEDROOM frame
see this home.
receive beautiful Sarah Covent0-23-C
sell a house full of furniture
BELMONT DRIVE Three bed- home near school and grocery.
AUTOS FOR BALI
ry jewelry free! Phone 753-3058
with lots of antiques. Some
electric
heat,
fenced
in
back
room brick, central heat and
TWO-BEDROOM garage apart0-28-C
items are extra nice. Marble
yard. $10,500. Possession in 10 1961 CADILLC four door se
ment with hard-wood floors and
COO a. m. and
top bureau, over 100 years old,
air, two baths, modern and well days
dan All new tires and extra WANTED: seamstress, part or
gas heat. Available now. Can be
SAO a est
extra fancy brass bed, fancy
clean. Phone 436-2323. 0-25-C full time. Experience preferred.
located. Family room, all car506
seen
Phone
South
at
6th.
picture
center tables, trunks,
pet, two car garage. Has every- 70 ACRES OPEN land about 10
Boone's Laundry and Cleaners
0-24-C
frames, old Victoria, old dress- '753-5519.
WILL CONTRACT new houses. thing.
miles East of Murray, about % 1965 BLTICK Electra 225. Full
0-29-C
er, round dining table, nice TWO - BEDROOM furnished General repair work and addi- BEAUTIFUL TRI-LEVEL on in bottom, year round water two power and air, perfect conditold spinning wheel, old rockers, house. Gas heat. Phone 753- tions. Phone 753-3366. Nov. 18-C Poplar. Lots of storage space, good springs and a well, all ion. One owner. Phone 7533366.
0-27-C
tredel sewing machine, also 2.558.
garage, central heat, two baths fenced only $9,000.
0-25-C
EXPERT TYPIST desires work and beautifully
nice electric stove and refrigerGOOD
on
2
CARD OF THANKS
lot
building
ACRE
decorated by a
PLYMOUTH
1965
WaStation
ator, gas heating stove, wringer ONE - BEDROOM., desirable to be done at home. Will do cor- professional. You have to see Highway 94 about 10 miles East
We wish to thank Drs. Quergon, in good condition. Please
washer. Also lots of dishes, roomy apartment. Clean, quiet respondence, billing, addres- tc appreciate this home.
of Murray about 2 miles from
termous and Bell and all the
call 753-8035.
0-23-C
cooking utensils, flat irons, jars, atmosphere. Private entrance. sing, and reports. Fast service! GORGEOUS HOME ON Hermit- lake. Only $2,200.
nurses at the Murray Hospital
lugs, dutch ovens, lots of hand Near high school. Phone 753- All you doctors, lawyers, insur age. 21
/
2 baths, three bedrooms, NICE 3 ACRE building site on 1963 PONTIAC Catalina two- for their kind services during
0-25-C ance agents, and businessmen family room plus large rumpus Irvin Cobb road one mile off door hardtop, power steering, the illness and death of our
and garden tools. This is just 1299.
who are months behind in your room, central heat and
a partial listing. Come to a
air, un- Hwy. 94 about 600 ft off water power brakes. Clean inside and husband and father. Also to
TWO-BEDROOM furnished &- reports and correspondence
give
good country sale. Sale by Otto
line. $2,500.
out. New tires and battery. Call everyone who sent flowers and
pertinent. Zimmerman Apart- me a call. All work kept con- usual interior and exterior.
Chester Auction Service, Lynn
SUNSET DRIVE. One of the GALLOWAY INSURANCE and 753-3330 atter 5:30 p. m.
food and for their prayers. May
ments,
South
16th
St.
Gall
753fidential! Call after 5:00 p. in best buys we have seen.
Grove. Phone 433-4042. 0-23-P
Three REAL ESTATE AGENCY. Mur0-N-P God bless each of you.
6609.
0-29-C Telephone 753-7570.
TFC bedrooms, family room, 11
/
2 ray, Kentucky, Phone 753.5842.
The family of
Continental.
oaths, draperies included. Call
0-23-C 1964 LINCA. so
Archie Tripp
EXPERIENCED
HORSE
SHOEBUY
WANTED TO
Low mileage. Phone 436-2323.
ITC
ING of Walking Horses and to see this bargain.
WANTED TO RENT
0-26-C
LARGE HOUSE on large lot
TED: 5 to 8 knotty pine
Pleasure horses. Call Steve HalGATESBOROUGH TWO lovely Good location. $16,500 00 Addi
inch wide boards with groove WANTED: Four girl students ley 753-6269.
0-27-P homes. Three bedrooms,
NOTICE
NOTKII
cen- bona lot optional. Phone Paris,
sign on side. If you have any 'teed furnished apartment close
tral
heat
and
A
air,
carpet
and
SAW
Tenn.
FILING,
scissors
and
pink
0-24-C
642-4267.
.r sale please call 753-1381 to campus. Can move in Feball modern
0-23-C ruary 1. Phone 762-2825 or 762- ing shears sharpened. Small ap WE
HAVE r.umerous lake cot- 9-ROOM HOUSE and lot on cornfinance service 512 R. Soath
2827.
0-23-C
tages, lake lots, farms, lots of er of 5th and Center Streets in
WANTED: used mobile home,
12th. 753-6067.
0-27-P-11
Hassel. Please call 492-8598.
every type.
12' wide. Phone 753-1692. 0-24-C
I will have my place, out on Hwy. 641, three miles north
WE NEEW NEW listings. Call
0-28-C
NOTICE
NOTICE
of Paris open all day Saturday, October 25th.
WANTED: A dry cleaning stare
us for an appraisal of your pro2-BEDROOM
acre
1
on
HOUSE
and plant in or near Murray.
perty. No cost to you until we
I have a lot of goixl merchandise to sell: set of bunk
Write giving details to P. 0.
sell. We appreciate your con- lot. North of Almo Heights on
beds (like new), real nice Norge refrigerator, Hot Point
been
Hwy.
has
841
This
house
Box 32-C, Murray, Kentucky.
fidence.
electric range (same as new). Also cheaper ranges and
remodeled, has plenty out-build0-29-C
" refrigerators, odd beds, springs and mattresses. Wringer
ings. Has bath, and gas heat.
OCTOBER 31st IS THE LAST DAY TO PAY CITY OF
FOR ALL YOUR Real Estate Priced for fast sale Call 489washers, odd chest of drawers, table, chairs, lamps,
needs come by or call GUY 3801.
0-28-C
dishes, tools, cooking utensils, dinette suite. Metal cabiNOTKII
MURRAY PROPERTY TAXES TO AVOID
SPANN REAL ESTATE AG4
nets, gas heater, coal beaters. eil heaters, couches, old
October 31st Is the last day
ENCY at 518 West Main, NaA 10% PENALTY THAT WILL BE
clocks,
trunks, milk cans, muffin irons, dressers, wash
pay City of Murray property
Uonal Hotel Building. Business
stands, china cabinet, round oak table and chairs, carniPOR RIINT OR SALE
ADDED NOVEMBER 1st!!
axes to avoid a 10% penalty
Phone 753-7724. Home Phone:
val glass, glass door safe (real nice). Hundreds of other
t will be added November
Guy Spann, 753-2387; Lonnie TWO
BEDROOM house trailer.
things. YOU name it. I've got it. Ccpme out and buy a
it. Taxes are payable at the
Baker,
753-2409;
Onyx
Ray,
753office
Clerk,
of
the
the
City
Taxes are payable at
t a 33 with air conditioner
bargin•
ihorty , McBride. owner, three miles north of
E019; Gary Young. 733-8109
ffke of the City Clerk, City
30
023,
Phone 492-11110_ stter 6:00 p.m.
City all
0-313-C
- Paris-on 641.
e Building
-0-23K
ltc

SAFT-BILT

TIRES

Fiberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread
Polyester Cord Runs Smooth and Cool
Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators
Luxurious Turnpike Design

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS

SUITE, three
sell cheap. See
ended. 0-23-C

ER. Fits long
model pick-up
5421 after 5:00
0-25-C

REAL ESTATE POE SAL/

•

faigioaLWI
.........
..

, used three
i3-1740 ,or 1,7530-23-C
'

Chalmers comPhone 489-2892
0-25-P

NOTICE

One of The Many Features
Offered by

•

mention, $100.131.
0-23-C

I T-90 Excel'hone 437-6331
0-23-C

WILDWOOD Commercial Subdivision has two kits left fronting on So. 4th Street and several lots facing inside street.
"Sunbury Circle".
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick with
central heat and air, carpeting,
11
/
2 ceramic baths, Located at
1615 Belmonte Drive, in Robertson School District.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1i

)S and organs.
ardo Piano Co.
music store.
office, Paris,
0-23-C-H

mington pump
6 inches, other
mated rib. ExCall 753-8484
✓ five p.m.
0-23-C

Neel *deft Per fele

NOTICE

SHOP and COMPARE

1968 OLDSMOBILE 98 Luxury
sedan with factory Mr and all
power. Blue with white vinyl
roof. Brand new tires. 1966 Oldsmobile Tornado with factory air
power. Low mileage Just
- brand new. Cain and Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th
and Main.
0-24-C

1965 FALCON two-door 6-cylinder automatic. 1965 Chevrolet
Impala four door sedan. V-8 automatic with factory air, power
windows, six way seats, tinted
glass. Locally owned. Cain and
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
0th and Main.
0-24-C

things of life
rpet and upRent electric
g K. 0-25-C

: PIGS. Phone
0-23-C

Ponca

1962 VOLKSWAGEN in good
condition. 1966 Buick Skylark
with factory air and automatic
transmissionwith console in the
floor. Cain and Taylor Gulf
Station. Corner of 6th and Main.
0-24-C

aimentai piees for safe
groupings. 200
3 choose from.
klso original
on, Mayfield
N-1-NC

THURSDAY - OCTOBER 23. 1969

CAIN & TAYLOR

ler

8-Year Pro Rate Tube Warranty

TV Service Center

18 Months Free Home Service

GULF STATION

dris

it

Only Curtis-Mathes

See Our Selection of Fine Used Cars

LARGE 3-BEDROOM home C,ombination brick and aluminum siding. Located on 1 acre
wooded lot, approximately 4
miles from Murray. Has 13'
25' living room, 14' x 21' fmnily room with fireplace, 2 ceramic baths and 2-oar garage.
This is a fine floor plan that
offers an opportunity for buyer
to finish and save rooney.
PRICE REDUCED on 3-bedroom
/
2 acres. This is
brick with 131
a good place to raise a few head
of Livestock without a large investment. Call us for an appointment to see this one.
PRACTICALLY ACROSS the
Street from the University asnoes the prospect of keeping
this one rented, if you are interested in investment property. 3-bedroom home with aluminum siding, carport and large
back yard. This home will make
you money.
5 ACRES with 3-bedroom brick
home. House designed so that
one bedroom can be used for
a beauty parlor. Outbuilding
suitable for stock barn or cleanup shop. Low price makes this
ideal for combination home and
business location
3-BEDROOM furnished home
with ten trailer spaces, on 4
acres of land. Located 12 miles
from Murray on Faxon-Newburgh Road, near Kentorky
Lake. This is a fine location
for a retired couple who is interested in property with an income.
TWO ACRES with good building sites on blacktop road, Ky.
732. Near Kentucky Lake. Special price of $1,200.
FINE RESIDENTIAL lids NO:
Jackson Acres Subdivides, I miles from Murray on both:
Highway 121 South and Locust'
Grove Road. Large kits at attractive prices.
COMMERCIAL LOTS on So. Ith
Street. 175' x 250' lot with road
frontage on two sides, suitable
for 3 lot development.
TO BUY-see us. TO SELLlist with us.
FULTON YOUNG REALTY, 4th
and Maple Streets. Office phone,
753-7333. Home phones: Fulton
Young, 753-4946; R. B. Patterson, 436-5697; Ismael Stinson,
753-1534.
H-0-25-C
NOTKII

•

ast.c

Ken-Ten

Notice

BUILDING
SUPPLIES

EXPERIENCED
ELECTRICIAN

-PANELING-

BLACK TOP PAVINfil

A. Z. FAR.L.EY
Phone 7534502
ast4m,

207 Maple Street
75 3-6513

Trees and Shrubs
Trimmed or
Removed
Call

Kelley's Pest
Control
753-3914

STOP
wasting time

NOTICE

NOTICE

zs, za,

4.

GO

classified

vitt4rte•teriNtINe;wri.,

ma Aiiikarfew••••••ApriNev••••....

4

PA

THE LEDGER

'24

UNCLE JEFFS

• • •19:
Gillette

DISCOUNT
PH
AR
MA
CY
FILL YOUR PRESCRIPTION
AT THE LOWEST
EVERYDAY PMCES
YOU HAVE A CHOICE
To Have Your
PRESCRIPTION
Filled Where You Please
WE HAVE A CHOICE
To Fill Your Prescriptio n

TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCK

5SUPER STAINLESS
oso.aukqem

Super

Retail 79c

Stainless

SALE

Blades
BRASS LEGS

40
MT/ ILIJKZ4rif'I

it-

Unit

Store Hours
Monday-Saturday
9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sunday
12:30 to 6:30 p.

870

eg.

ZESTAEiS B'eSALE
of"

New'GLIDE-A-MATIC

CHEWABLE VITAMINS
WITH IRON

HARDWOOD FOLDING TABLES

$2.79

1.17

PTtARSHAL1,N

Of

ANAHIST
WALNUT
OR
AVOCADO
GRAIN
FINISH

era 0 C

20 Tablets

11111*TAN T !ASLIB T•

COOS SINUS CONGESTION MAY FEWER

iq8
e1

SUMS
AND CLOSED

AQUA NET

ON
mi ACuJSME
WOE BAN

SIP

Retail 69c

Reg. Hard To Hold

$7.71

INDIVIDUAL SET 15- a 21"
Hardwood tops-stain, alcohol mar resistant
Folds compactly- smartly edged with elevated Orissa trim
Lustre lams 5/8'' legs

(See

Medium or Hard

LEG WO,

•
•
•
•

9e
Dr. Wei
SALE

Tooth brushes

HAIR SPRAY

MODEL F-62

City
present
fic stu
Council
The
Weaver
by flex
The i
study r
year 11
Bureau

COLD TABLETS

IhNAH1ST

Pat No 3,031,243

oyc

A

fr•WI
,

101•011•19A-

AT THE LOWEST PRICES
SHOP AND COMPARE

040
1180

THURSDAY - OCTOBER 23. 180

GILLETTE RAZOR
BLADES 5ss

KING-JUMBO SIZE TV
TRAY TABLES

safiT

&

State 11
Mel Cot
suiting
The
year fc
exhaust
Mr. 'co
last nit
in the
pattern
The pur
is to fi
congests
The
north cc
Olive a
Fifth fr
would 1
fifth to
one-way
one-way
Sixth ar
from SF
Weave

OA
,1111171

13-0z.
Reg.
98c

SALE

240
SALE

480

HAI KARATE

$167

NEW SPICE
AFTER SHAVE LOTION

PHENSAL
TABLETS
100

ROB ITUSS IN

DM COUGH
CALMERS

1‘.

BIG
DISCOUNTS

JUST ARRIVED!
The
•

sit

RsE,Go 571 WET LOOK
MEV PHOTO FINISHING PRICES
LADIES DRESSES
12 PRINT
$199
$4.
88
ROLL
PROCESSED & PRINTS

• 100% Avisco
Acetate Tricot

• Plum, Brown,
Black, Cerise

T V SPECIAL

BIG WHEEL

0
0 to 1 6

BOY'S

• Rugged Duds - Long Sleeve,
Knit Collar and Cuff, Front
Zipper Jumper. Corduroy.
Size 2 to 4.
$218
• Toddly Wink Pants and
Shirts.
Sizes I to 3. Mix and Match.
All
First Quality.
$1.97 &

up

• Lanokins Boxed Gift Set,
6 mo to 2/4 mo.. Many
Styles.
$2.58

C.1111DRENS PLAYWEAR

REG
$14.95

c944

LOTION
6 oz.
Retail $1.25

GIRL'S
• Lanokins Boxed Gift
Sets. 6 mo. to 24 mo.
All First Quality. __ US$
• Toddly Wink Mini
.111.
Jumper. No Iron.
Machine Washable. S2.31
• Rugged Duds Cord.
Bib Jumper with Straps.
9 to 24 mo.
$1.68
• Toddly Wink Pants
and Shirts. Knits. Mix
and Match Styles. All
First Quality. $1.67 & up

5.

••••••1111.11

HEAD & SHOULDERS

Daylight
on Sunci4
your do
when Yo
night. II
turn you
You'll p
lost last

Shampoo Too
Regular Size 2.7 oz.
Reg.
Discount
'2.99 yd.
and
'3.48 yd.

67o

Sale

Yd

`N

And noo
blem of
preasuriz
deodoran
paint, fu
tog comp
what effi
stuff wil

PLAYTEX
(LIVING GLOVES

This OW
tiny glo
lungs
Sounds!
investigal

Comfortable with nonslip grip, extra long
cuffs. Absorbant

PERMANENT PRESS

COTTON
PRINTS

W /FREE GLOVE

Mc

NOW
ONLY
Yd
REG. DISCOUNT 99c YD.

Keys K.
think thq
Wednesc1J
wind anc

88c

RETAIL $1.39

(Centit
ALSO

MATCHING R.NOW
RUFFLE

Pack of 11

Kral
15 Different

Reg. 9.69

Patterns

75

LISTERINE

q
9
INJECTOR BLADES ‘P
SCHICK

Li

THE 3 MOST DIFFICULT
PacQu •in* SOLVES
HAND CARE PROBLEMS

MOUTH WASH

t1M111.111t1 1.1.111.1111114

20-0z. Family Size

l'ar(Win

III

iii'i

tress""ai

s,49

Reg

SALE

89

1.ric(111111
1.1110.000

.
I
SUPIS

rois.u.tinn
PS' Inn Dry Ski

lboollog

Lady Ho
good the
in the
stays gc
minutes
senttche5
back in.
and she
the band

Reg. s115

$2 50

ONLY

Right et
mg.

NENN

66t

Bonded Wools
and Wool Blends
• Solids
• Large
Plaids
NOW

¶SeE

Dry Skin
Formula

Medicated

FABRICS

LANOKINS
RUGGED DUDS
TODDLY WINKS

• Rugged Duds Sleeveless Corduroy
Jumper. 9 mo. to
24 mo.

WORLDS FIRST AND
ONLY THREE WHEELED
SPEED CYCLE

CHAP-ANS

UNCLE JEFF'S
FASHION

• Brilliant Sheen

830

R

'3RUSHED ACETATES
QUILTED NYLONS
NYLON TRICOTS
COTTON FLANNELS
DACRON di COTTONS
EL & COTTONS

• Luxurious Texture

20 exp. SLIDES $1.51

of'4k

CORONET®
GARCREST®
DUSTERS
PAJAMAS
SHIFTS
LONG GOWNS

• Washable

4-0z. Bottle. Reg. $1.75

IlteleATIO
Cka•pal

el

FAST
ACION111114
Ps &Wad Wm

i.75r-OLAY,R1.00 Yo-ur ChoiceUi

La,
Army Itt
military
scholars'

